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(Price $1:00) .' With the Review a year, $1.50. 

For the Agnostic: "God and My Neighbor" (price $1.00) a scientific 
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Money is never so well spenf as in spreading the· literature. of Interna
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our fighting forces. We all need to do extra duty on the educational firing 
line this winter. 

Make your Christmas Gifts the right kind of ammunition and order from 
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The War and Its Effects 
BY ANTON PANNEKOEK 

T
HE war has already lasted two 
months and it is still undecided. 
What it .has brought is a frightful 
destruction of human life and human 

happiness, not only for the soldiers, but 
also for the civil population ; not only of 
property and food supplies, but also of 
architectural monuments and works of art 
impossib1e to replace. Belgium had been 
for many centuries the battlefield of Eur
ope, but in spite of that fact the old cities, 
the wonderful churches, the treasures of 
art left by the Middle Ages, were still pre
served when the first flourishing and pow
erful profit-making class arose there, for 
the armies were small and their means of 
destruction were limited. That cities and 
villages have now been laid in ashes, that 
hundreds of thousands of peaceable city 
folks and peasants, robbed of all they 

· possessed, have fled in terror as be..fore the 
Huns, is not due to any special German 
barbarity (in East Prussia the Russians 
were still worse), but is an effect of the 
awful development of modern war machin
ery, not only in the lifeless material of 
war, but also in the living. A modern im
perialistic war requires and at the same 
time arouses deep feelings of hatred for 
the enemy and of national consciousness 
among people of their own country, but 
by the laws of war only soldiers in uniform 
are allowed to fight, and when these feel
ings are translated into hostile acts with
out the uniform, they are punished without 
mercy as crimes. This is the explanation 
of the atrocities which this war is bringing 
forth on a more gigantic scale than previous 
wars ; everything has become more colossa!, . 
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the armies, the cannons and. at the same 
time, the terrors of war. Many hundr:eds 
of thousands already have fallen. But the 
end is not yet in sight. 

At first the German army rolled in August 
like an enormous war machine across Bel
gium into France and crushed everything 
with its irresistible impact. The most mod
ern forts were unable to stop it, but were 
reduced to ruins in a few days by new 
monster mortars. The comparison with a 
machine is, indeed, a fitting one; the Ger
mans carried on the war like a great in-_ 
dustrial operation; all the war material of 
the highest efficiency, everything completely 
arranged for in advance, and-what also 
gives German industry its strength-regu
lated down to the smallest details by a 
splendid organization. Paris already seemed 
lost ; then the onward march came to a 
halt on September 8; the German troops 
were driven back over the Marne as far as 
the Aisne by the French army, reinforced 
by an English auxiliary corps; and there, 
along a line of 300 kilometers from the 
Somme to the Vosges- mountains, the 
armies have stood facing each other since 
the middle of September, deeply and strong
ly intrenched, pushing and pressing against 
each other in continual fighting with heavy 
losses, without gaining ground. Meanwhile 
the Russian armies advanced from the east, 
·at first into East Prussia, where they were 
driven back again with heavy losses oy a 
vigorous att~ck of the Germans, then into 
Galicia, where they threw the Austrian 
army back behind the fortifications of 
Przemysl after a struggle of several weeks. 
The Russian army has shown itself to be 
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far better than it was commonly supposed enemies of Germany. It is probable that 
to be before. "Let us not deceive our"'" the leaders in German policy went into the 
selves," wrote as early as . August 29 the war only because: they believed England 
Austrian social democrat, 'Hugo Schulz, a would remain neutral. In this assumption, 
man well informed on military affairs, who however, lies their greatest, almost incredi
sei-ved in the Galician campaign, "victory ble mistake in policy, that they could believe 
over the millions-strong Russian a~my will this, that they should allow themselves to 
be hat7d to win, much harder than over the be lulled to sleep by the friendly approaches 
French." The Austrian army showed itself of the last few years,· instead of recogniz
incapable of holding back the Russians long ing clearly that English imperialism could 
enough till the epemy in France could be not possibly keep out of it. In the years 
overcome; now the Germans are compelled gone by, whenever war ·between England 
to send a strong force against the Russians. and Germany was considered, nobody ever 
It will depend _on the struggle now begin- thought of anything but a naval war-tnat 
ning in Poland, . whether the Germans will is why Germany has been building warships 
be able to throw themselves again with so feverishly for the past fifteen years. 
forces superior in numbers against the And now the naval war has not yet made 
French positions, which have been rein- its appearance; both sides are holding their 
forced in the meantime by new. English fleets in reserve. Everybody looked at it 
troops, or whether they will be compelled in this way: that Germany was unques
to carry on a defensive warfare, in which tionably superior on land, and that England 
they will not easily be subdued .. And .so it could not think of disputing hersupremacy, 
seems as if neither of tlte two sides, after but that England was unconditional mis
a long and bloody struggle, may be able tress of the seas. The care with which 
to obtain the victory, but that they may England holds back her fleet, however, 
have to break off the war after making shows in itself that she is afraid of sur
enormous sacrifices, because further fighting prises that the progress of modern science 
would exhaust even the possible victor- to in destructive agencies might offer. 
the last drop of blood. So while there has been no real war on 

As long as military operations leave the the sea worth considering, we see the 
final result undecided, it is impossible to English army take the initiative against 
foresee the effects of the war on interna- Germany on the continent. · This is a fact 
tiona! relations. What is to become of of great historical significance. The rufers 
Austria, of Poland, of Turkey, of Germany of England consider it necessary for them 
as a world-power, of the relations of the to have England's world-power defended on 
countries. on the Pacific-noth_in~ can as the continent by the English army, as they 
yet be satd about al~ that. But tt ts already - did against Napoleon. What is more, if 
easy to see, by vanou~ effe~~s of ~he. 'Yar, the assertion is well founded that the help 
?ow deeply all d?mestu: poht:cal. cond·ttzons · of the small English army was the decisive 
~n old Europe wtll }:>~ revolutwmz~d. Wa~ factor_ in bringing the German army to a 
!s an enormous cnsts of th~ soctal body' stop and driving it back, then it appears 
~t compels people to show what they are that an English ·army can play an important 
m r~~hty, and tears awa~ all _Phrases and part here as well as the others; and the 
tradtttons tha~ ruled men s mmds ; so we number of the English troops even if be
see col!servahves appea_r ~s adepts 0.f the · neath comparison with the gigantic armies 
revolutwn, and revolutwmsts as natwnal- f G t" 11 · B 1 · · I 1 · h 1· 1 · h o ermany, grows con mua y m e gmm 
ts~s. t compe ~ t e ru t~g c a~ses tn t e and northern France. And it is no longer 
dtfferent countnes to stram thetr strength . th" k bl h t ld h h · th · t - d un m a e, w a no one cou ave ex-
to t e ut~ost to wm e vtc ?ry, an so pected before, that German imperialism in 
ope~s thetr _eyes to ~~e necess.tt_Y 0~ ab_an- its march of conquest may yet batter its 
domng old-ttme tradtttonal pohttcal mstttu- h d ff 1 d · t th B ·t· h 1 a · d d L t h · d ea o on an agams e n ts an 
h!:>ns an passwor s. e us ~~e const er army as a quite necessary addition to the · 
some of these effects already vtstble. F h f rene orces. 

·'II. This experience, however, carries with 
it important consequences for the home 

The war did not become a world-war policies of England. If Eng-lish capital feels 
until England joined the ranks of the the necessity and the possibililty of defend, 
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ing on land English dominion in the world, 
it will have to take measures to build up- a 
large eflicient army unless it wishes to re
main absolutely dependent on France and 
Russia. The system of enlisting volunteer 
recruits might do· well enough for the needs 
of a colonial army, but under that system the 
English army will not stand comparison at 
all with the millions-strong continental 
armies, which are based on compulsory 
military service. While the English capi
talist class uses hired proletarians to fight 
its battles, at the same time making itself 
comfortable at home, the German capital
ists stand with the rank and file on the 
frontiers, risk their lives full of enthusiasm 
for the "fatherland," that· is, for the domi
nance of German capital, and so carry with 
them the entire population. In these terri
ble wars, with life and death in the balance, 
money can not take the place of the per
sonal sacrifice. When once the English 
government and the English capitatist class 
see this clearly, they· will have. to resort to 
some form of compulsory military service ; · 
they will have to introduce militarism as 
the price of maintaining their position in 
the world. The "territorials" already con
stitute a sort of transition stage, and the 
present war will easily bring the· beginning 
of ·military enthusiasm which is necessary 
for such a revolution in policy. No doubt 
this radical change will encounter great 
opposition, and will not come all at once, 
either; but the tendency of development is 
plainly to be seen. 

With the adoption of· a military system 
based on compulsory personal service, one 
of the pillars of old-time "free" England 
falls to the ground. What ·gave English
men a privileged position above the citizens 
of other countries, who were compelled to 
take their places in the army and do the 
bidding of those ph1ced in command, was 
precisely this inviolable personal liberty ; 
that gave them the feeling of being a sort 
of people apart, a lordly race of free Bri
tons. When that all comes to an end, the 
most important part of the old liberal insti
tutions will be gone. The .opposition of 
radical and middle-class traditions was not 
able to hinder the progress of the imperial
istic -policy. How they did often struggle 
against the alliance with the "Blood Czar!" 
But what meaning have their sentimental 
arguments when confronted with the fact 
that without the Russian army German im-

perialism can not be intimidated and kept 
on the defensive? In the face of the neces
sities of modern imperialism, as it has now 
grown to be, with its robber-like, violent 
methods, the opposition of the frightened 
middle class, seeing its peaceful old world 
sinking away before its eyes, is powerless. 
Against _ imperialism nothing but a new 
power can struggle, the power of a socialist 
proletariat that refuses to go back to the 
quiet of petty capitalism, but will march 

· onward to the social revolution. · 
And this power will co~e. The work

ing people- of England will be driven by 
the new developments in home politics to 
a more intense political class struggle. So 
far they have held to a middle-class, liber;,~.l 
policy in parliament. If· the heavy personal 
burden of compulsory military service .is 
placed upon them along with the growing 
burden of taxation to defend the world
dominion of English capital, then their 
political oppos!tion will take on a more in
tense, more revolutionary character. The 
free, liberal institutions ·of England have 
so far kept down class-conscious feeling 
among the working people ; when th9se in
stitutions are done ·away with, class con
sciousness will grow strong. If the· Eng
lish capitalist class takes up with militarism, 
then the English working class will take 
up with socialism.· In this way the war 
now going on will be the beginning of a 
complete revolution in the domestic politics 
of England ; the backwardness of socialism 
and the class struggle in England will dis
appear in the same degree as the English 
capitalist class is driven to defend its world
power more intensely. 

III. 
For Russia this war means admission to 

the rank of the modern capitalistic great 
powers of Europe. 

In the nineteenth century Russia was the 
unassailable colossus against which the 
waves of the French Revolution broke with
out effect, and which also remained ud
shaken in the stormy times of 1848. That 
was because Russia, in its inner organiza-' 
tion, was an Asiatic despotism; the abso
lute power of the czar was built up on the 
village communism of the peasants, which 
had existed unchangeable for centuries. 
Then in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, when capitalism made its appear
ance, it showed itself at first only in the 
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form of manifestations of social dissolution 
and degeneration. Village communism 
slowly and quietly· went to pieces, the peas
ants suffered from starvation, some of them 
as ragged beggars went to work in the ·new 
factories; corruption, incompetence, thiev
ery, grew. up in the government into an un
beatable system that finally came down ·with 

· a terrible crash in the Russo-Japanese war. 
Who has not read the accounts Vereshcha
gin has given of what he saw in this war
how in Kharbin the trains of soldiers could 
not run out to the battlefield, because the 
governor, Alexeieff, ,had occupied all the 
sidetracks with his luxurious private train 
kept continually under full steam, so that 
he could make his escape at any moment, 
and how generals squandered with their . 
mistresses the . funds collected by the Red 
Cross, while the wounded soldiers lay 
groaning for lack of attention! The revo
lution o£ 1905 destroyed the old Russia of 
absolutism ; it allowed the working people 
to come forth as a revolutionary class ; it 
created the Duma, in which the class strug
gle between the capitalists, the nobility and 
the peasantry could run- its course, and 
started a thoroughgoing revolution in 
agrarian conditions. While the surviving 
revolutionary fighters were being martyred 
and murdered in such a pitiless, bestial way 
under the counter-revolution that a crv of 
indignation went up from all Europe,~ the 
capitalist class settled down to making 
profits, and the peasants were quieted by 
Stolypin's agrarian reforms of 1906, which 

strength it has so . far shown in the present 
war has really been a surprise to everybqdy. 
Not only the war material but also the 
quality of the officers and soldiers is. much 
better than formerly. It is a· new. Russia 
we have before US-'-no longer the Asiatjc 
fatalistic indifference of "nitshevo,"- but the 
beginning of a capitalistic Russia. 

There is another phenomenon to consider 
in this connection : A genuine Russian na
tionalism. now appears for the first time. 
Formerly one special Russian popular char
acter oF one Russian peculiarity was often 
singled out and glorified by authors of the 
nineteenth century ; that was the unusual 
character of the communistic peasants. 
Then when the revolutionary epoch came, 
it wa:5 "liberty" which was revered and -
longed for, and the grafting tshinovniks 
with the czar at their head were objects of 
scorn and hatred. At presen~ a modern 
na_tionalism is appearing among the upper 
class and the intellectuals, an enthusiasm 
for the government unit that has to fight 
against other nations ; the czar as the head 
of. this government is now honored by the 
same classes which once cursed him as the 
chief of the black hundreds. It is· precisely 
the same thing as happened . before in 
Prussia, when the same prince who was de
tested after 1848 as the "grapeshot prince" 
was acclaimed in 1870 as the "hero em
peror." Several weeks ago an interview 
with the revolutionary Burtseff was pub
lished in the newspapers,· made public by 
revelation of a member of the secret police, · 

. made the peasants personal owners of their 
land and did away with the last traces of 
the former village communism. And so the 
way was opened in Russia for a capitalistic 
development in the same form as· in west
ern Europe. 

The· military power of Russia was com
pletely broken in the Japanese war and the 
revolution. For years the government was 
unable to cut any figure in European poli
tics; it had to stand by powerless and see 
affairs settled in the Balkans and the battles 
fought without its intervention. When it 
stirred up Servia to resist Austria some 
years ago, it was compelled to desist as 
soon as Germany threatened war. But 
gradually as ~table conditions came to pre
vail in the country, the army also was made 
better again. It was known, of course, that 
it was no longer such an entirely negligible 
factor as it was seven years ago, but the 

· · Atseff ; he spoke like a genuine nationalist 
about the unified Russia that is. fighting for 
its holy cause under the leadership of the 
czar· against German military barbarism, 
and that will come out of the struggle a 
free, democratic people ! ·The illusion and 
self-deception ·in the idea that the Russian 
people will be given democratic liberties 
as a. reward for allowing itself to 
be slaughtered for the ruling class, is evi
dence of the lack of _insight of this variety 
of revolutionists ; such expressions of 
opinion are, however, worthy of considera
tion as symptoms of the change in feeling 
that has come over the minds of the oppo
sition. Of course, the attitude of the social 
democratic workingmen will not be "affected 
by this; they have set their faces against 
the war, and now, as before, they stand in 
a most intense struggle against the gov
ernment oppressing them by force. 
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Even if the methods of the govern11.1ent 
are still barbarous and backward in Rus
sia, as they were in· Germany after the war 
of 1870, even if the country is still princi
pally agricultural (six-sevenths of it) ~nd 
the wageworkers have to fight hard f<5r 
their rights, still we can say: Russia has 
finally stepped out of the rank of .an Asiatic 
despotism~· it ·has also passed through the 
transition stage, and has now become one 
of the ordinary cap~talistic great powers of 
Europe .. And as such it is _only in the be
gimiing of its development, and with its 
large population and rich natural resources 

. still has a great future before it. 

IV. 
In Germany~ too, the war will have a 

profound influence on home politics. The 
development of political conditions in Ger
many is determined entirely by the sharp 
contrast between the ruling class and the 
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working class. For fear of proletarian up
risings the German capitalist class has come 
to rely more and mor~ on the protection 
of the landed nobility and the military 
powers, who built up the German Empire 
by war and by force. They supported the 
violent and brutal methods o·f suppression 
used_ by the government against the work
ing people, the enemies of their class. On -
the other hand, the working people, who 
intepsified the traditions of the old middle
class democracy with their class conscious
ness, were stirred up to strenuous resist
~nce. In thi~ way mutual estrangement 
and hatred· grew exceedingly strong . 
Everything that was called social demo
cratic was ·persecuted from above as anti
patriotic and subversive, was proscribed 
and put under the ban as . inferior, and 
hindered in· its free development by petty, 
exasperating police interference. So there 
grew up in Germany two entirely separate 

LATEST TYPE KRUPP GUN-THIS MURDERING MACHINE WAS MADE BY WORKINGMEN. 
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worlds, complete strangers to each other, 
the official world of the capitalist class and 
the workingmen's world. The working 
people built up their own organization, 
which, so to say, formed a separate state 
within the great state, with their own sys
tem of self-government and well-filled treas
uries, their own press, their own literature, 
their own world of thought adopted from 
the revolutionary science of Karl Marx. 
As they grew in strength, the fear nf the 
capitalist class increased, and the rigor of 
repressive measures increased correspond
ingly. It is tn..te, there were _voices raised 
in opposition to this line of development. 
The reformers tried to turn the · working 
class aside from the class struggle, and to 
unite them. with the left wing of the capi
talist class to fight together against the re
actionary element ; that they did not suc
ceed in this was mostly due to the lack of 
courage -and strength displayed by these 
liberals of the left. Among the liberals 
attention was often called to the fact that 
the English method of humoring the work
ers with small concessions and friendly 
trea1:tnent was far more effective against 
the threatening revolution than forcible 
measures of repression. But they lacked 
the strength to make their method prevail. 

Then the war came. The reasons why 
all at once the social democracy went over 
to the side of the ·government, and the 
workingmen fough._ for German imperial
ism, were given in THE INTERNATIONAL 
SociALIST REVIEW for Octobe__r. The first 
result of this attitude was the abolition of 
the government regulations and decrees 
which made the social democracy a party 
with less legal rights than other parties ; 
social democratic writings. may now be cir
culated ev,en in the army, though, of course 
-precaution is never out . of place-only 
such as 'are published . from now on and 
do not iri~erfere with the magnificent unity 
of the people, that is to say, those that do 
not preach the class struggle. No doubt 
the equality of rie-hts now prevailing in. the 
treatment of social democrats is not simply 
a reward for their patriotic conduct, but 
above all el~e a matter of necessity-to 
avoid everything in this serious strugg-le 
that might arouse discord. And when the 
war is over, the old spirit of brutality and 
r-epression is sure to wake up again. But 
never again can things be quite the same 
as they were before. After workingmen 

and members of the capitalist class have 
fought shoulder to shoulder as comrades in 
the field, and h~ ve passed through the same 
privations, they can no longer form two 
worlds entirely unknown to each other. 
Hundreds of thousands of workingmen 
have now seen the capitalists from their best 
side, as soldiers in a common cause, to -
which they sacrifice· their individual inter
ests ; so many a weighty old catchword has 
lost its force. What real class conscious
ness, what real insight into class distinc
tions there was on both sides as a result 
of exploitation still exists, and ·will become 
still more intense as the contrast widens. 
But what was only instinctive hatred and 
apparent ill wi~l, a consequence of the addi
tional repressive activity of the police, much 
of that will disappear. Of course, it is not 
likely that the working people will be given 
new rights of any consequence-new rights 
are only promised before the struggle or 
gained in the struggle, not given as a re
ward after the struggle is over-unless 
Germany faces some terrible menace. But 
the methods of the government in Germany 
no doubt will change, becoming milder, less 
stupidly brutal ; the sharp separation of the 
classes in public and political life no doubt 
will disappear:; perhaps steps may also be 
taken to open the way to freer political in
stitutions, on wh~ch the strong opposition 
of the proletariat will be easier broken 
than by former methods. But even if the 
class struggle afterwards becomes more in
tense and purified under the new develop
ment of affairs, still the war will change 
the forms and conditions of domestic poli
tics in Germany in the direction of the con:.. 
ditions in England. 

English authors have been blathering 
about England being called upon to give 
this country back its freedom by overthrow
ing German militarism. It is necessary to 
be in full possession of the ignorance that 
prevails in England regarding German af
fairs, as well as in Germany regarding 
English affairs, to believe· that the German 
system of government is a foreign body in 
Germany, an outside force which is borne 
with against their will by the sturdy des
cendants of Goethe and Schiller. On the 
contrary ·it has its foundation deep in the 
development of ca{>italism;: and no foreign 
power needs to come to the rescue, any 
more than a German victory should have a§ 
its object freeing the Russians from czar-
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ism. Such statements are signs of a be
nighted nationalism which exalts the home 
country. and picks it out as the salvation of 
the!: rest of the :world. Mr. Wells, who 
speaKs of the necessity of destroying "Prus
sian c militarism," will open his . eyes when 
he !sees this militarism he hates as "Pros
sian" gain. a foothold in his own dear old 
England. For that is what appears, from 
an investigation .of the forces at work, to 
be the result of the war as affecting domes
tic political ·conditions : a noteworthy equal
ization . of the three great world-empires 
which have heen drawn into this conflict. 
The great dissimilarity which they showed 

because of their different historical develop
ment, gives place to the identity of their 
imperialistic necessities. Their close asso
ciation in the war compels them to adapt 
themselves to each other, so that none of 
them may qe .inferior to the others. The ' 
tendency of these readjustments can be 
briefly stated in this way: England be
comes more German} Germany becomes 
more English} Russia becomes more Eur
opean than it was before. 

For the proletariat the struggle will in 
this way take on a much more· uniform and 
consequently a much more determined char
acter jn all countries. 

(Translated by Alfred D. Schoch) October 14, 1914. 

A BREATH OF LIFE 

By CLEMENT WOOD 

Yes, he'll enlist-he'll leap at the chance! 
If you think eleven servile hours a day, six days a week, 
A slatternly wife, a tableful of children all mouths, 
A sodden Sunday, and then the long round again, 
Can bind him to sanity and peace, 
You do not know your brother-
¥ ou do not know yourseH! 

Better the close-locked marching feet, 
The music like great laughter, the rough comradeships
War is a picnic, a vast g~e of chance; 
You may win-or earn a quick and bursting death, 
Cancelling all these unpaid duty-debts at home. 

Then-on to the picnic! 
Out of the foul-aired routine! 
A breadth of life, tho death be the price! 

-From the Masses. 
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Should the Warriors Get Wise 
By A Paint Creek Miner 

Well, masters, we at length are here from your red shambles, hurled 
Back to the hells we left behind, with blood-drenched banners furled 
Our flags are all one color now, throughout the war-black world! 

It made us one in mind and will-your greed-begotten strife; 
It taught us how to scorn the cost-to battle to the knife-
So we who bled and died for nought are fighting NOW for LIFE. 

No boundaries keep us apart of race or land or sea, 
We've learned to never fight your wars, but fight ~YOU; to be free, 
The world with all its unborn wealth our prize of victory. 

Too long we drudged like driven beasts beneath your blighting sway; 
Too long we faced our fellow slaves to mangle, wound and slay
OUR war is on and YOURS :was but the prelude to the play. 

Too long you gouged us one by one and gloried in otir fall, 
In every land where we rebelled you crushed us to the wall 
Until we learned the h~t of one is injury to all. 

And all together now we stand, we world creators meet, 
And all your· treasured codes and laws we trample with our feet; 
Not all your captains, kings and priests can save you from defeat ! 

You boasted from your buttressed walls "I am because I am!" 
You flashed the scrawls that made you great-your printed paper sham, 
Take one long loving look at them; they are not worth a ·damn! 

WE made the mills, WE dug the mines, WE laid the shhiing rails, 
We filled your golden coffers full, we spread your Argo sails-
But now we sweep you from the earth with force .that never fails. 

For it is ours and ONLY_ ours, this earthjrou claim to own; 
OURS are the hands that dug and reaped those riches, heaven thrown
Our hands are all the proof we need that it is ours ALONE! 

The torpid ages travailed long while systems died and grew, 
Until the final tocsin came to sound defeat.Jor yoU; · 
You are the Past, the Dead, the Dust; we Heralds of the NEW ! 

We are the Herators of Time-not outcasts of despair, . . . 
We blazon forth a gleaming wor.Jd, the Future, calm aiid ·fair-
We have starved through your dismal night to feast· in plenty. there ! 

The war is on-a howling storm-against your fastness hurled! 
Our forces eager for the fray, our crimson fla·gs unfurled! 

• 

We, who have slaved and slept and bled shall soon possess the world! 
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How- to MakeWork for the Unemployed 
BY JOE HILL 

MUCH has been written lately about 
. various new ways and tactics of 
carrying on the class struggle to 
emancipate the workers from wage 

slavery. 
Some writers propose to "organize with 

the unemployed"; that is, to feed and house 
them in order to keep them from taking 
the jobs away from the employed workers. 
Others again want to organize a Gunmen 
Defense Fund to purchase machine guns 
and high powered rifles for all union men, 
miners especially, that they may protect 
themselves from the J:l?.Urderous onslaughts 
of the private· armies of the master class. 
Very well ; these tactics MAY be perfectly 
good, but the question arises : Who is going 
to pay for all this? 

Estimating the unemployed army to be 
about five millions in number and the board 
bill of one individual to be five dollars a 
week, we find that the total board bill of 
the whole unemployed army would be 
twenty-five million dollars per week. 

The price of a machine gun is about $600 
and a mo.dern high-power rifle costs from 
$20 to $30. By doing a little figuring we 
find that fifty million dollars would not be 
sufficient to buy arms for the miners, let 
alone the rest of the organized workers. 
Every workingman and woman knows that, 
aJter all the bills are paid on pay day, there 
is not much left to feed the unemployed 
army or· to buy war supplies -with. 

What the working class needs today is 
an inexpensive method by which to fight the 
powerful capitalist Class and they have just 
such a weapon in their own hands. 

This weapon ·is without expense· to the 
working class and if intelligently and 
systematically used, it will not only reduce 
the· profits of the exploiters, but also create~ 
more work for the wage earners. If thor
oughly understood and used 'more extens
ively it may entirely eliminate the unem
ployed army, the army used by the employ
ing class ·to keep- the workers in submis
siOI1 and slavery. 

In ·order to illustrate the efficacy of this 
new method of warfare, I will cite a little 
incident. Some time ago the writer was 
working· in a big lumber yard on the west 
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coast. On the coast nearly all the work 
around the water fronts and lumber ·yards 
is temporary. 

When a boat comes in a large number of 
men are hired and when the boat is 1m
loaded these men are "laid off." Conse
quently it is to the interest of the workers 
"to make the job last" as .long as possible. 

The writer and three others got o:rders 
to load up five box cars with shingles. When· 
we commenced the work we found, to our 
surprise, that every shingle bundle had qeen 
cut open. That is, the little strip of ·sheet 
iron that holds the shingles tightly together 
in a bundle, had been cut with a knife or 
a pair of shears, on every bundle ·in_ the
pile-about three thousand bundles in all. 

When the boss came arourid we notified 
him about the accident and, after exhaust-. 
ing his supply of profanity, he ordered us 
to get the shingle press and re-bundle the 
whole batch. It took the four of us ten
whole days to put that shingle pile into' 
shape again. And our wages for that time,' 
at the rate of 32c per houi-, amounted to 
$134.00. By adding the loss on account of 
delay in shipment, the "holding money" for 
the five box cars, etc., we found that the 
company's profit for that day had been re
duced about $300. 

So there you are. In less than half an 
hqur time somebody ha:d created ·ten days: 
work for four men who would have beeti 
otherwise unemployed, and at -the -same 
time cut a big chunk off the boss's · profit. 
No lives were lost, 110 property was de-: 
stroyed, there were no -law suits, n.othing 
that would- drain the resources of~ the or
ganized workers~ But -there . WERE re
sults. . That's all. 

This same method~of fighting can be used. 
in a thousand different ways by the skilkd 
mechanic or machine hand as w;eu· as by 
the common laborer. This weapon is al
ways at the finger tips of the worker, em
ployed or unemployed.-

If every worker would devote ten or fif
teen minutes every day to the ·interests of 
himself and his class, after devoting- eight 
hours or more to the interests of his em:-· 
ployer, it would ·not be long before the. 
unemployed army would be a thing of the 
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past and the profit of the bosses would melt 
away so fast that he would not be able to 
afford to hire professional man-killers to 
murder the workers and their families m 
a case· of strike. 

The best way to strike, however, is to 
"strike on the job." First present your de
mands to the boss. If he should refuse to 
grant them, don't walk out and giv-e the 
scabs a chance to take your places. No, 
just go back to work as though nothing had 
happened and try the new method of war
fare. 

When things begin to happen be careful 
not to "fix the blame" on any certain indi
vidual unless that individual is an "undesir
able" from a working class point of view. 

The boss will soon find that the cheapest 
way out of it is to grant your demands. 
This is not mere theory ; it has been suc
cess fully tried more than once to the 
writer's personal knowledge. 

Striking on the job is a science and should 
be taught'as such. It is extremely interest
ing on account of its many possibilities. · It 
develops mental keenness and inventive 
genius in the working class and is the only 
known antidote for the infamous "Taylor 
System." 

The aim of the "Taylor System" seems 
to be to work one-half the workers to death 
and starve the other half to death. The 
strike on the job will give every worker a 
chance to make an honest living. It will 
enable us to take the child slaves out of 
the mill and sweat-shop and give their un
employed fathers a chance to work. It will 
stop the butchering of the workers in time 
of peace as well as in time of war. 

If you imagine "Making Work for the 
Unemployed" is unfair, just remember 
Ludlow and Calumet and don't forget 
Sacramento where the men who were un
able to get work had their brains beaten 
out by the Hessians of the law and were 
knocked down and drenched to the skin with 
streams of ice-cold water manipulated by 
the city fire department, where the unem
ployed were driven out of the city and in 
the rain only to meet the pitchforks of the 
farmers. And what for? For the horrible 
crime of asking the governor of California 
-for A JOB! . 

This is the way the capitalist class uses 
the working class when they can no longer 
exploit them-in the name of Law and 
Order. Remember this when vou MAKE 
WORK FOR THE UNEMPLOYED! 

NO SCABBING FOR OURS 

I A:rvl surprised that the editors of the MORE JOBS FOR .. THE CHARITY 
REVIEW asked one of the empty-pocket WORKERS. 

brigade to write on the Unemployed. I None of us propose to scab· this year. 
thought such things were usually done by We have learned our lesson and if we 
the college professor~ and the preachers to can't get the regular union scale, we will 
say nothing of other folks who never lined get along without working. This is what 
up fo a soup kitchen in their lives. • the boys did last year in New York City. 

I am not much of a writer but I know When the authorities offered them work 
quite a_ bunch of fellows who are out of at lower pay than the union scale, the boys 
work and they have decided that they will refused to get busy and in- this way th~y 
not work at cut prices this winter no matter helped to maintain wages for every man 
what happens. One of these men applied on the job. 
to the addressing companies last year and We have decided NOT to SCAB and 
he says that the unemployed addressed we have also decided to eat as regularly as 
thousands of envelopes there for the Chi- possible and to sleep under a roof every. 
cago Bureau of Associated Charities at less night if we can. If we can't do- it one 
than 50 cents a thousand. way, we can another. From a working 

The regular rate is $1.25, so you can see class point of view it is ,dishonorable to 
how the Associated Charities CUTS wages scab; it is not dishonorable to go to· jail. 
so that the unemployed cannot make enough I think all the unemployed can help out 
to live on. And how they thus make in the "hard times" by refusing to scab. 



THE RED FLAG 
IN THE 

AUBURN PRISON 
BY BEN]. ]. LEGERE 

1,400 CONVICTS AT DINNER. 

''sAY, here's a 'kite' for you. Don_'t 
let the 'screw' catch you reading 
it." The stolid gray-clad convict, 
who worked on the machin~ next 

to me whispered as he brushed by nie, with 
an armful of brooms, dropping a bit of 
paper, tied 'round with string, among .the
broom corn on the bench beside me. -

I had been in the Auburn Prison broom 
shop but a week,- yet the caution which 
comes from· the crushing discipline of the 
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PICK OUT THE CAPITALISTS. 

place, caused me to glance furtively about 
the room and up at the "screw" sitting on 
his platform at the other side of the shop, 
before I picked up the bit of paper. 

As I held it in my_ hand awaiting an op
portunity to open it I wondered who among 
the fourteen hundred inmates of that pur
gatory could possibly be sending a note to 
me. When I did get a chance to spread the 
bit of paper out behind the pile of broom 
corn I was working on, 1 read the follow1 
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ing message: '~Dear' Comrade, we have been 
trying ever since you came in to locate you. 
We heard that you had been assigned to 
work in the kitchen, but have found that 
you were transferred from there. That 
shop you are in· is the harde$t one in the 
prison for us to get a note into, but if the 
fellow who brings you this is 'square,' this 
channel is 0. K. Send your ans~er to this 
back by him and tell me if he is all right 
and then I will tell you who we are and how 
we got here. Yours for the· revolution, 

B." 
This was the first intimation I received 

that there were any within the prison walls 
beside Bocchini and I that talked in the 
terminology of the revolution. It is impos
sible to describe the thrill that it gave me. 
Even then, so subtilely has the system of 
stool-pigeonry, by which the prison is run, 
developed an atmosphere of suspicion that 
I wondered long whether it was not a 
"plant" laid to give them an excuse to in
troduce me to the p~nishment cells. 

Talking, circulating a note, or communi
cating with another prisoner in any ·way 
was a serious breach of discipline and was 
usually punished by a few days in the dun
geon on bread and water and a fine and loss 
of "good time," that is, time allowed for 
good behavior. 

I took the . chance, of course. and an
sw¢red the ''kite" and in reply received 
an -.introduction to three other labor pris- . 
om:~rs, Steel Trust victims, sent from the 
ranks of the Lake Seamen in the strike of 
1910. When I read their story of the case 
I remembered then having read the facts 
before in THE INTERNATIONAL SociALIST 
REVIEW at the time of their trial.-

1 found in these seamen, prisoners of the 
class war like myself, comrades of the rev:
olutionary working class movement. They 
had all become Socialists during their long 
wait in the Buffalo County Jail before the 
Steel Trust's judicial hirelings aided by their 
Burt1's detectives, sent them to their wng 
exile· in· Auburn. · 

One of them has been released by death, 
the victim of an explosion· iri the boiler 
room·· where he was working, two are out 
on · parole, but ·"Bob" Cochrane, strong,· 
brave 'soul and true-" hearted· rebel, remains 
behi~d irt Auburn bearing manf~lly the 
burden of nine and one-half years thrust· 
upon him by the venom· of the capitalist 
court. · 

No one, who has not experienced prison, 
can quite realize the difficulties that stand 
in the way of the propaganda of radical 
ideas within the walls. The prison system 
is designed for repression. Not only of 
radical ideas, but of every normal healthy 
human instinct. A system of rigid disci
pline is fastened about the prisoner like a 
weight constantly crushing him down. lr 
is enforced with inhuman punishments and 
maintained by an extensive system of espi-

. ·onage through stool-pigeons who sell them
selves for petty favors. 

Gradually these conditions are wearing 
away before the steady pouring of the wa
ters of progress upon the rocks of the prison 
system, but when I went into Auburn it 
was undoubtedly still one of the very worst 
bastiles in the country. The "silence sys-
tem" was rigidly enforced and the "jail" or 
dungeon was always full ot those who, un
able to repress that strongest of human in
clinations to talk, were so unlucky as to be 

. caught by the "screw." 
Literature, of course, was about the only 

medium by which Socialist philosophy could 
be disseminated in the prison and ''Bob" 
Cochrane and his comrades had kept the 
half dozen books of Socialism and science 
that they were permitted to have in circu
lation among those they were able to reach 
who could appreciate the worth of them. 
The prison chaplain :·who is a -censor of 
books sent in to th~. · convicts had· sup
pressed several Socialist J:>ool<s ·sent to my 
seamen comrades before· l;~ame to Auburn. 
During the year I w¥ :fhere the. only book 
I kriow of that was kept_~out was Berkman's 
''Prison Memoirs of<arf=Anarchist." Since 
the release of B~c:l)itii- ·and ··myself,,· the 
prison authorities have iristititted an abs()
lute suppression of ALL Soeia:list ·Mtd::,in
dustrial union literature. 

When I was placed as a teacher in the 
prison school, two months after my term 
began, the propaganda of. Socialism began 
in real earnest in :Auburn. This posit_ion 
lifted me out of the narrow ruts of the "dis
cipline, giving ni~ such .exception<;tt·fi€.ed0m 
to talk and spread· literature among the 
prisoners that in six months it not' only· be-' 
came necessary to put me back in the -broom 
shop but 'the SoCialists in· the prison had: 
become such a thorn in the side of Thomas 
Mott Osborne, the- prison reformer, who 
was pretending to want a spirit of·· deiJ¥:>C~ 
racy developed among the men that , be_, 
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w~enf to the governor of New York for a something of the Socialist philosophy i? 
pardon for me in an effort to get me out of especially interesting in. view of the fact 
the prison. that it comes under a prison reform ad-

. In six months we had made the prison ministration a11d in a prison where Thomas 
school .a center of revolutionary Socialist Matt Osborne, millionaire reformer, single 
and industrial union propaganda. I found taxer and professed humanitarian is person
it easy to interest the prisoners. in Social- ally conducting an experiment in prison re
i~m. In fact, most of the prisoners there for form. 
cimes against property are men who, driven Osborne is Auburn's big capjtalist and 
to rebel against the rigors of capitalist ex- Auburn Prison is his plaything. The war
ploitation in industry, having a capitalist den is a figurehead whom he had appointed 
psych::Jogy anrl philosophy of life, natura ly and for nearly a year Osborne has been per
turn to burglary. A little study. reveals sonally conducting affairs at the prison. He 
quite clearly that the burglar who operates began his campaig_n by having himself com
against the working class from an office in mitted for a week and living the same· ron
Wall street with shares of stock for tools t!ne of life as the other prisoners, This was 
and_ weapons has the same psychology as to popularize himself with the men and 
the hold-up man, the po:-ch climber or th~ ever since he has consistently played to have 
pickpocket exc.ept that he· uses a more ef:- them look upon him as a sort ()f Messiah 
fective, intelligent and safer method. He come to deliver them from bondage. · He 
first takes the precaution of getting· the founded an organization within the prison 
LAW on his side then burgles with im- called the Mutual Welfare League, which 
punity. announced for its purpose lhe establish-

So I found that an explanation of their ment ctf self-government among the prison
experiences and failure to outdo the caui- ers as a substitute for the bar]?arous prison 
talist at the burglary game always appealed discipline. The Socialists among the men 
to the more intelligent among the prisoners . took the· reformers at their word and in
and many of them came to have the new sisted upon democracy and se~f-government 
understanding of life, which the philosophy within theM. W. L. with the result that Mr. 
of Socialism gives. Osborne began a retreat from his radical 

And some proved to be enthusiastic position, revealed himself ~s a faker, <1:nd 
propagandiSts ·with -rare characteristics o£ ·, deyeloped -a- Tammany machine within the 
spirjt and devotion to the cause. prisoners' league to prevent the S·xialists · 

There_ is now in Auburn a group of per- from realizing its- professed aim of mutual 
haps a dozen, class-conscious Socialists. with welfare thrm1gh ·.self-government. : · 
a circle of sy~pathizers that will number · The op~n fight between the Socialists in 
perhaps two hundred. During most· of the the prj sop an.d. the priso_n reformers began 
year I was Jhere the little library of Social- at the fi:rstgeneral meetmg of the fourteen 
ist and industrial union literature. nearly hundre<;f- pti,soners iri the prison chappl in 
or,e huri<tred volumes, sent me by thought, _. Feb~titry when for' th~ first time in th~ his
ful comrades throughout the country, was tory~· of Auburn· the men were allowed to 
kept in constant circulation. THE JNTFP- trtlk to each oth~r. Osborne officiat~d as 
Nk:FIONAL SoCIALIST REVIEW, Solidarity, chairman and. free speech was th~ ~9tder 
The Ne'!v Revieu',. The Masses, Traubel's of the day. I sounded the keynote of the 
Ciihservator, .ind· several Socialist ·we-k- Socialist . attitude toward the refQrmers 
lies. came -E~gu'lar~~!?t?. -th,e;f';pris9n ·bringi~~( .. w1~h a revolu_t_~ona~v ;:ue"'ch -·a~ainc;;t t~ e 
thetr message pf. ltope ·-to ~tfie_ dead who wtll ·pnson system~ m whtch I demanded th;:tt tf 
rise some da:y and rejoin the ranks of the . the. reformers were. sincere they should be
working dass outside the walls. - gin by abolishing the; absurd an.d. inhuman 

Since my release all this has been stopped. prison regulations which punished_- the. men 
It seemed as though the prison autherities for every- expression _of··a ·1]-aturafand n;or
w¢re~only waiting until I was safely out- mal impulse. It was' shortly after that that 
side the walls to crush completely the move- 1 was. remqved from the prison school and 
ment they had tried in a hundred insidious that Osborne . went to the governor; in an 
ways to circumvent while I was inside. And effort to have me pardoned out. 
this suppression of all Socialist literature. _- Hi~ atti~u~e toward me has alwa-ys been 
and of every. effort of the prisoners to learn one of friendly sympathy bnt from the day 
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of- that speech until my release a number books he wanted though the· authori'ties did 
of acts of petty persecution which he had ·not know it. Other comrades were re
knowledge of and, in so~e instances, in- fused permission to subscribe to uSolidar
stigated, revealed his hypocrisy. · ityn but it was allowed to come to me every 

So popular ' had become fl~e propaganda week. 
of ~the Socialists and our efforts. for~democ- ·: Soon after my relea.se, , however, the 
racy In the prisoners league that in April · edict went forth tHat all Socialist and radi
at a. general meeting of the le_ague in the . cal ~iterature be suppressed and ~irice~ then 
chapel Osborne's machine had to resort to the little , band <?f ·comrades within have 
steam-!roller tactics· to prevent -~y. ·being ~. ~een d~nied the consolation of re(l_ding the 

h~ · eleeted·.chairman when nominated against ·.literature of our movement. And the con-
him for the office. ' · ·· ditions within the prison are becoming 

But the Climax tame when dsbo:-ne had w_or?e.. A!ter nearl~ a year in wqich the 
th.e,.exe~utive committee, of the league which ·:·,-dtsfctphndethm thhe ·tphns~~ Whas Llargelyt bl~end 
h , · , 11 d d 1 · - en orce roug e ,~.u. . ., con ro .e 
, e qmte. contro" e :.7 raw up .re_so utwns. ·and conducted by Mr. Osborne there is little 

. conde~~mg the so-called soctahsttc p~opa- change in the general conditions. The 
gand_a, m the Mutual ~elfare League and "si!ence system." has been broken down, 

-~·-·~ __ p_rovtdmg..fort~e expu~ston ~ro~ the_l~£LgUe_ recreation in the yar-d -for about an hour 
.of.anyone found weanng rei nbbon m t?e each day ·has been enjoyed, the severity of 
pnson .. A few of .us had found some ?tts punishments .in the "jail" has been light
of :ed nbbon and pmned .th :m on our shtrts ened and a few other sm!J.ll advantages 
whtle one comrade had tned to buy a couple P"ained; but the "jail" is stiJl use:l although 
of yards of it through the office, where such the prison reformers announced in the pub
things may be purchased. This campaign lie press a year ago that it had been abol
against the red ribbon and a campaign to ished and the supposedly "democratic" M. 
inspire patriotism in the prisoners we sue- \V. L. of the prisoners themselves has de
ceeded in turning into added propaganda vised new methods of punishment more 
for the cause by heaping ri:iicule upon it. vicious in many instances than those of the 

A plot to transfer me t~ another prison old system. 
was frustrated by a threat to arou~e a p:-o- But the sentiment for Socialism grow3 
test from our friends outsid'e. among the prisoners and the old red flag 

Apparently the only reason there was no of labor is kept aloft in Auburn by the little_ 
interference with the literature sent to me band who are undaunted in the face of all -
was also a fear of such a protest. How- the petty persecution and repression t}lat the 
ever, in March the Warden had stopped advocacy of the Socialist message of hope 
the Masses from coming into the prison and to the workers meets within prison walls. 
at the same time had ·put the· A,ppeal to There is a wealth of fine material for the 
Reason ;md The Menace on the index.· revolution passing through our jails and 

;'\ comrade who tried to order $15 worth prisons. It is imperative that we on the 
of Socialist books from the Charles H. Kerr outside ~hould' find an effective means to 
Co. was refused that privilege although no reach it and more important still to pro
attempt was ~ver made to prevent me from teet our comrades within against the dis
buying and receiving any books I wanted. crimination and persecution that their de
Needless to say the comrade receive 1 the votion entails. · 



HOP PICKERS CAMP ON DURST 

FOR LIFE 
By GRACE FORD 

W. HEN this is printed legal pro
ceedings- in the cases of my 
husband, Richard Ford, and 
Herman D. Suhr will be ended. 

In all likelihood two families will be 
widowed by the condemnation of these 
two men to life imprisonment. Ford and 
Suhr will each leave a wife and two help
less children to battle with the world. 
Their crime is that they strove to organ-
ize ranch workers. · 

Look at the picture, first published in 
October, 1913, in the INTERNATIONAL 
SociALIST REVIEW of the hop-pickers' 
camp and the camp shown now. Note 
the clean tents, the military precision, the 
cleanliness, the bath houses and other 
sanitary conveniences of 1914 and the 
higgle-piggle on the Durst ranch in 1913. 
For bringing about this improvement my 
husband and Fellow Worker Suhr must 
spend their lives In the penitentiary. 
Look at the~e pictures and contrastthem. 
Consider with yourselves if the working 
class can afford to abandon these two 
men? 

Neither my husband nor Herman D. 
S!lhr was ~onvic~B!wb!~.y_,g a ~un in 
hts possess10n or of any act of v10lence 
in connection with the charge of drunken, · 

·armed deputies to break up a strike 
against the vile conditions which pre
vailed on all .ranches of California in 
1913. These two meri, mainly, brought 
about the wonderful improvements on 
these ranches shown in these two pic
tures. 

I might relate here that when I decided 
to write this article for the INTERNATION
AL SociALIST REVIEW application was 
made to the California Commission . on 
Immigration and Housing for the use of 
the official pictures taken by that body. 
After long dallying this request w:as re
fused. Refused, I must assume, because 
this commission feared this contrast of 
the pictures, while Ford and Suhr remain 
in prison and the commission, through 
their friends and a friendly press, are tak
ing the credit for work· done by Richard 
Ford and Herman Suhr. Anyway, the 
application for the official pictures was 
refused. In like manner this same com
mission withheld their report upon, what 
they term,· "the unspeakable conditions," 
on the California ranches until after my 
husbarid and Herman Suhr were con
demned. 

At the trial _of Ford and Suhr refusal 
was also made of the privilege of having 
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BROTHERS' RANCH IN CALIFORNIA 

their case heard before an unprejudiced 
jury. They were tried and convicted by 
the very ranchers against whom they and 
three thousand other unfortunates were 
compelled to strike: I sat in the court at 
Marysville and heard a sleek, fat, old 
judge compliment this jury on their evi-
dent fairness. . 

Fairness! It was proved my husband 
never had a gun. It was proved my hus
band stopped excited workers from rush
ing through the fields and "slashing down 
the hop vines. Although this was 
proved, the fair court permitted this very 
evidence to be put to the jury as proof 
that my husband was bringing about a 
conspir.acy to murder. He saved their 
property from the wrath of the workers. 
They made it a proof that he was con
spiring to murder men he never heard 
of; to murder a drunken band who 
charged into what their own sheriff pro
nounced a peaceful meeting, clubbed 
right and left and two of these drunk-
ards began shooting. I should be ' 
ashamed of Dick Ford if he did anything 
else than voice· the protest of his class. 
Condemned as he is, I can teach his 
children to love him. Had he been a 
coward I could not. 

My husband is convicted of the crime 
of organizing workers. Why did not the 
same ranchers, the same deputy sheriffs 
club and shoot and· beat the pickets who 
came up to Wheatland in 1914, last 
August and September? By their suffer-

ings and imprisorimerit: Dick~ Ford and 
Herman,. Suhr · established ·the · ~igh1>to 
organiz~. · · · ·, · · · · 

In 1913; 'at· the first unorganized ·strike, 
there was no' daniage. done to- the prop
erty of Durst Brothers or the hop barons. 

On September 10, 1914, the Sacra
mento Bee published the fact that· al
though 1914 had been the most fertile 
and abundant year for hop growing, the 
crop was 24,000 bales short. Hop bales 
weigh 190 pounds. One pound of hops 
sells for from 15 to 20 cents. There was 
over three-.quarters of a million dollars 
damage. Why did not the authorities 

· club and kill some of the men who 
opened a headquarters in the "Civic Club 
of Wheatland/' and picketed those 
ranches so that the owners, what with 
the cost of gun men, searchlights, 'detec
tives and other strike expenses, came out 
of the contest $1,000,()()() short? Why? 
Because they feared that· these men were 
prepared. Dick helped to make this or
ganization possible. Dick is now con
demned to the pe'nitentiary for life. Will 
the workers let him stay there? They 
can only help him now by remembering 
him on the job. 

To all mothers of the working class I 
appeal to keep their cause alive. You 
can write to the Governor of California 
if you wish, but my hope is that you will 
tell your husbands, sons ·and brothers, to 
remember Dick Ford and Hermon Suhr 
on the job. 
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KARL MARX. 

I 

T
HE Dietz Publishing Company in 
Stuttgart has just issued an edi
tion in four large volumes contain
ing Marx's and Engels' corre

spondence for forty years. It is edited by 
Bernstein and the late August Bebel. It 
includes about 1,400 letters that began in 
September, 1844, and ended "in January, 
1883, a few days before the death of 
Marx. We find in this correspondence a 
boundless sour~e of the history of mod
ern socialism. 
Mar~ and Engels met for the first time 

in 1842. Marx was then 24 years· old and 
Engels was two years his junior. Singu
larly enough their first meeting was cool 
and they V~.;ere distant to each other, each 
suspecting the other. In the next two 
years they. made great advances in their 
sociological studies from different points 
of view wherein both came to the same 
conclusions, viz., that all the tendencies 
of society were toward socialism. 

In the fall of 1844 they again met in 
Paris, and formed that friendship for each 
other that was very rare and lasted 
their whole lives through. As is well 
known, they·· became not only the pio
neers of the modern socialist labor move-

• 

MA.RX~S AND 
YI~;A·Rs.·~ CORR· 

;. ·· ···~By- 6-us· 

·;·-TRANSLATED BY 

.. ::ment, but two of ._the greatest thinkers 
~~f. th~ nineteenth century. They became 
'so intimate in their· ·public works· that 
they al~ost appeared a_s .one person. It 

., is practically impossible to separate the 
share that ·Engels had in the works that 
bear the name of· Marx· and vice· versa. 
The newly published correspondence en
ables us in a higher degree to view the 
difference between their intellectual ac
tivity and their methods, and to appreci
ate the work that each -did. It also shows 
that their cooperation was more general, 
and the mutual help that they gave each 
other of a more practical nature, than has 
hitherto been supposed. 

The light that is here thrown on .the 
two men'.s condition has more than a per
sonal interest. · And it gives successive, 
important statements regarding the his- . 
tori cal development of· modern socialism. 
It is here seen very plainly and can truly 

. be said that without the help of Engels, 
Marx would have been unable to do his 
great lifework; a·nd without the influence 
of Marx, Engels would have been unable 
to giv:e his wonderful aid inthe formation 
of Socialism in theory and practice. 

Marx was a political exile living in 
Paris when.the correspondence began and 
Engels lived in western Germany. Marx 
'then had to leave Paris and went to 
Brussels, where Engels joined him for a 
time. The revolution in 1848 recalled 
them both to Germany, where they, in the 
"N eu~ Rheinischezeitung," which they 
published in Cologne,. sought to create 
an intellectual center for the revolution
ary proletarian movement. But the re
action that took place in Germany sent 
them both again into ]?anishment. 

They now went to England, where they 
lived the rest of their lives. In England 
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ENGELS' FORTY 
~ ESPONDENCE 

tav Bang 

CAROLINE .NELSON 

Marx occupied himself purely with liter
ary work, while Engels lived in Manches
ter from 1850-1870, and worked in a big 
cotton house, first as clerk and later as a 
partner. In those twenty years a rich 
and large correspondence takes place be
tween the two men, wherein all kinds of 
questions are discussed relating to sci
ence, politics, and many other things. 
!his correspondence thus brings us right 
mto tHe workshop, where their giant un
dertakings went on, which principally 
consisted in the formation of the "Inter
national" and the writing of "Das Kapi
tal." This regular correspondence ceased 
in 1870 when Engels drew out of business 
in Manchester and moved to London to 
live. From that tirite on the letters ap
peared only when one or the other of 
the two men were away from London. 

The strongest and deepest impression 
that one gets in reading through this cor
respondence is of the influence of the twO' 
men upon each other in their thoughts 
and work. They were congenial spirits, 
whose keenness and ability everywhere 
strike the reader. At the same time they 
were charmingly human. The brilliant 
wit that every~here flashes through the 
letters is born of the moment, as a natural 
expression of their thoughts. Though 
they had an infinite faith in the cause of 
the working class, they never used any 
high-sounding phrases or any hollow 
pathos: "You· know that there is no one 
that hates demonstrative pathos like I," 
writes Marx· in a letter. Both Marx and 
Engels had an insuppressible humor and 
a frank joyousness, in spite of the many 
bitter sorrows and disappointments which 
they suffered in their private and public 
!ives. Nevertheless they passed sharp 
JUdgments, not only on their enemies but 

FREDERICK ENGELS. 

upon their friends, whose activities ap
peared to them to muddle the socialist 
principles and lead· the labor movement 
on the wrong track. Their judgments 
were often too hard, which they after
ward realized and tried to soften, but 
always with the statement that it was not 
the theoretical ignorance that was in
volved but the fate of the proletariat's 
future. They used words not weighed 
on gold-scales; powerful they were and 
sometimes they had a juicy turn at the 
same time that they had a deep under
current of the finest human feelings. No _ 
ever written than those that here alliF ,, 
there appear in the correspondence re- \1 

~eter <!-_P.L!ll_9!~_io~ch.ing ,-words· ·were:--1 
garding Marx's wife and ·cliildreii- atl"d 
Engel's first wife, and also regarding 
their good friends and faithful comrades. 
Particularly is this true regarding Wil
helm Wulff, to whom Marx dedicated his 
first volume of "Capital." The letters 
depict two fine characters and rare human 
beings. . 

But that which naturally attracts the 
readers first of all is the conditions under 
which the -two men shaped their work. 
When we read the long series of letters 
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and. learn the ·living conditions of ·Marx 
in London, it becomes a mystery where 
he found the strength to do the work that 
he did. One is filled with deep respect 
for the tremendous will powet that he 
displayed. It required gigantic prepara
tions for that work that should form the 
foundation for the present socialist un
derstanding of society. There were huge 
obstacles in his way-but great was also 
the help that lle received from Engels ! 

We see that Marx is frequently bodily 
. sick, suffering ·from skin diseases and 

bronchitis and the internal illness that 
finally made an end to his life. He was 
often compelled to ~tay in bed;. so weak 
that all -work was a burden to him. 

"I ~til just as full of plagues as Job, 
but sur_ely not as Gqd-fearing," he writes 
with a· humor that never left him. But 
much worse than _ the. boqily suffering 
was. the economic.· _-It was not from pass
ing lack of funds that he suffered most, 
nor from the ·narrow, frugal life that he 
lived, but it was the terrible downright 
poverty that was almost constantly his. 
He had lost his small fortune in the 
newspaper venture during the revolution. 
And it ·was almost impossible for him to 
earn the absolute necessities with his pen 
in London to keep the wolf from the door. 
The king's officer was a steady visitor at 
his home. He came to collect rent and 
taxes that were behind. The baker, the 
grocer and~ the butcher bills were always 
waiting to be paid. Marx in turn was a 
steady visitant at the pawnshop. 

"It is a week since I reached the pleas
ant situation where I cannot go out for 
lack of my coat, which is in the pawnshop, 
and where, for lack of credit, I can no 
longer eat meat," he. writes in a letter, 
and in another, "I have been compelled to 
feed my family on potatoes for about ten 
days now, and it is doubtful if I can get 
anything today. It is very cold and there 
is absolutely no coal in the house. If this 
cc;mdition keeps up I'd rather be a hun
dred yards under the ground. Even my 
writing paper cannot last a week." 

When in 1867 he had to go to Germany 
with his manuscript for the first volume 
of "Capital," he wrote: 

"I must first see if I can get my clothes 
and my watch out of the pawnshop, and 
I cannot very well leave my family in the 

present condition where there is not a 
cent in the home and where the creditors 
press more and more." 

Such dark instances meet us in dozens 
of places through the correspondence. 
Now Mrs. Marx cannot go out because 
her wearing apparel is in the pawnshop, 
and now the children cannot go out be
cause they lack clothing and shoes. 

We can understand how all this dis
tracted from his mental _energy and 
wasted his time and ability: "I· am un
able to write, as I have wasted my time 
running about in vain trying to get 
money, and I begin to feel that my power 
to do abstract thinking is weakening," 
he writes. 

Here it is that Engels always comes to 
the rescue. As long as his own economic 
means wet:e small he offered to help 
Marx over the difficult places, but later; 
when his income increased, we find him 
steadily supplying means to Marx's 
household, and steadily lending him 
money. Qnly by that help . was it possi
ble for·Marx to go on with his work and 
to continue his studies. 

Engels longed to give up business in 
order to give himself up to literary pur
suits. And that he remained in the dull 
business world was surely to enable him
self to help Marx with the means neces
.sary to bring his scientific work to a fin
ish. When, in the early sixties, he tried 
to arrange with his partners to withdraw 
the sum that he demanded was undoubt
edly based on the calculation that it 
would give Marx some years to work in 
peace. Engels here showed a rare friend
ship. It was not alone his personal feel
ing that prompted him to help Marx, but 
fully as much the regard that he had for 
the working . class cause, and the clear 
understanding of ~the meaning that it 
would have in the future labor movement. 
All this demanded that Marx's working 
ability should be saved. 

As Engels helped Marx financially year 
by year, so also did he help him faith
fully in his work, not only in the great 
scientific studies, but also in the monoto
nous day's work, done for the purpose of 
getting bread. Marx's chief source of 
incbme for . a long time was as a corre
spondent for an American newspaper. 
His work for this was poorly paid, as the 
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work itself was often thrown aside by 
the editor, and Marx only received pay,
·ment Ior about one article in every four 
that he wrote. 

. In- the beginning, when Marx felt that 
h~ was not master of the English lan
guage, Engels corrected his articles~ -He 
also helped him_ to gather the material 
for them, CJ,nd arranged it in the evenings 
after his day's work in the office. Engels 
on. the other hand steadily received help 
from Marx, and a good deal of the work 
that goes under his name is wholly or in 
par• due to Marx's pen. 

'\'hat the future will naturally· have 
the greatest interest in is the cooperation 
of Marx and Engels in forming the eco
nomic science that "Capital" is founded 
on. Again and again do we find that 
Marx in big outlines put the ideas before 
his friend to pass judgment on them. 
Again and again do we find him' question
ing Engels regarding the practical condi
tions, to illustrate the theoretical prob
lems that occupied his mind. It shows 
plainly that Engels was not as capable 
as· Marx in grasping abstract problems. 
He speaks himself in places about his 
slow mental ability, and in another place 
that he is· somewhat ·strange to_ abstract 
reasoning. On the other hand he was 
widely read, and had an intimate knowl
edge of practical business life-a resource 
that was the greatest necessity for the 
preparation of "Capital," and of which 
Marx steadily availed himself. In numer
ous places in "Capital" do we find para
graphs and illustrations and suitable re
marks, which, as we now learn in the 
letters, had their origin in Engels' broad -
learning. The degree in which Marx felt 
himself indebted to Engels we find in a. 
couple of letters written by him right 

.after the finishing of the first volume of 
"Capital." In the one that is sent from 
Hanover, where Marx stayed to correct 
the proofs, Marx says: . 

"Without you I would never have been 
able to bring the work to a finish, and I 
assure you that like a nightmare it has 
troubled my conscience to think that it 
was mostly for my sake that you let busi
ness life swallow your wonderful ability, 
and that, into the bargain, you had to 
take part in all my smaJl troubles." The 
other letter is written at two o'clock at 
night in 1867, at the very moment that 

the last sheet of "Capital" was corrected: 
"Now, then, the volume is finished. You 
alone have made it possible for me. It 
would have been impossible without your 
sacrifice for me to do -that mighty work 
required for the three volumes. I em
brace you in that1kfulness." 

The reading of the letters between 
Marx and Engels gives one an impres
sion of the tremendous work that the two 
men had to do in order to place "Capital" 
on the level of up-to-date science. It was 
a work that was all the more wonderful 
when one remembers the condition under 
which they both labored. Marx had poor 
health constantly, and was troubled eco
nomically. Engels through the day sat 
on his office stool and had only the eve
nings to himself. Seldom, as in this case, 
do we find that the great genius is also 
the great worker. Their work was not 
formed in happy moments under inspira
tions, but through untiring efforts. Their 
untiring energy and ability did not permit 
them to stop in narrow groqv~s. They 
went into large fields .of study that to- all 
appearance had very little to do with the 
subject in hand, but which were woven 
into the work and enlightened with happy 
impulses. 

The subjects which principally occu
pied the two men's minds and which they 
constantly discussed are: the theory of 
·economics and international politics. The 
last was especially discussed to find out 
the possibilities of future revolutionary 
currents that could be· used by the work
ing class in their struggles, but their 
studies stretched far out over the bor
der lines of these subjects. It can truly 
be said that no branch of modern science 
was strange to them. They dealt with 
philosophy and theology, languages d.nd 
history, and they went a little into chem
istry,- physiology and mathematics. And 
if they often talked with a superior air 
about such studies as what Engels kills
the hours of an evening with, or some
thing which Marx whiles away the time 
with, when he is on his bed unable to do 
anything else, the letters plainly show the 
earnestness put into these studies, and 
how deeply they sought to enter into the 
very heart of the subject and that they 
were never satisfied with a mere dilet
tante knowledge. They constantly tried 
to form independent judgments. The let-
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ters show how fruitful all those different 
studies became, and how they formed 
the substance of their scientific and agita
tional works. 
· German was their mother tongue, of 
which they necessarily must be masters, 
but they also studied French, English and 
I tal ian. Engels especially became famil
iar with many foreign languages. In 
1852 he began already to study the Sla
vonic tongues. Particularly was he in
terested in the Russian language. He 
said: "It is not only the interest of the 
language that prompts me to study it, but 
one· of us at least, when the next great 
trouble breaks loose, necessarily must 
know just the nation's language, J-tistory, 
literature and public institutions, which 
we will quickly find ourselves up against." 

His rich knowledge of the Slavic lan
guages and their history made it possible 
for him to pass a very interesting judg
ment on the Panslavic movement. Marx 
also learned the Russian language in 
1870, with the object in view of studying 
the Russian ag-rarian system and the de
velopment of the rural communes and the 
peasantry. In the third volume of "Cap
ital" are numerous evidences of this 
study. 

Engels later on began to study oriental 
languages and oriental history and social 
conditions, and the communism of the· 
rural communities there. He also tackled' 
the Persian language, about which he 
wrote: "If _it were not for the Arabic 
alphabet, the Persian language would be 
mere child's play to learn. I would un
dertake to learn the whole grammar in 
forty-eight hours." He also studied the 
old Teutonic and Gaelic tongues, which 
enabled him to read the old Edda teach
ings. Marx also dabbled in those studies 
and the harvest they both gathered they 
brought ·home to their work in hand and 
used for comparisons. Engels once 
stumbled upon Cicero's private letters, 
and found in reading them a wonderful 
resemblance between the conditions at 
the ending of the Roman republic and the 
conditions in France just after the revo
lution, and he made the following pass
ing remark regarding that historical per- · 
sonage that is very interesting, when he 
says: 

"Cicero really was unimportant, and a 

more common rascal cannot be found 
among all decent men since the beginning 
of time." 

Marx re-read the Roman history under 
the republic and presented this view : 
"The whole inner history is solved in the 
simple fact that the struggle was between. 
the small and the great private property 
holders, under special influence of the 
slave condition. The debt condition there 
playtd a big role from the very beginning 
of the Roman history and naturally re
sulted in the depletion of the small prop-
erties." · 

In the history of Spain during the first 
part of the nineteenth century Marx 
found a great deal of rich stuff which he 
worked up into a series of articles. He 
also studied the history of Poland, as the 
Polish question would not down. And 
because }J.e found that. it is a historical 
phenomenon that all revolutions since 1789, 
with a -great degree of certainty, measured. 
their strength and life tenacity with Pol
and's, Poland was their foreign barometer. 

Oriental history and social development 
were subjects of lively discussions be
tween Marx and Engels. They passed 
sharp criticism ov~r a series of modern 
happenings, for example, over England's 
doings in India. They both claimed, and 
with good reasons, that the public water 
system was the life-nerve in the oriental 
social system, and that the English by 
neglecting the old water ways in India 
had brought the old institutions there to 
a state of dissolution. 

Especially important is Marx's study 
of the old .Russian and the old German 
rural conditions, where the rural popula
tion had equal rights to cultivate the soil, 
which rights again can be traced back to 
the old rural communes in India. Through 
the German and Russian literature ·Marx· 
studied these old conditions in their flow
ering period and . their decadence, and 
·shows us some remnants that 'lasted in 
Germany until the nineteenth century.· 
The countless letters wherein these ques
tions are discussed ought to be extremely 
interesting to us today; they· show how 
very far from the truth the assertion· is 
that the third volume of "Capital" is 
based on mere abstractions ; they show, 
on the contrary, that it rests on the clos
est study of the actual development of so-
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cial conditions. Also his study in chem
istry and physiology brought .him rich 
material for his work. He followed with 
the greatest interest discoveries made in 
electricity, the electric lamp and the 
transportation of the electric juice on 
wires, which in our days play such a 
colossal role. In his letters to Engels do 
we for. the first time get an impression of 
the gigantic preparation that lies back of 
"Capital" Chemistry in agric"ulture· is 
thoroughly discussed in the third volume, 
in the chapter on ground-rent. He tells 
us in a letter in 1866 how that ·chapter 
was written: 

"In the day-time I studied in the Brit
ish Museum, and wrote at night. The 
German chemists on agriculture, espe
cially Liebig and Schonbein, who are 
more important on this subject than all 
the economists together, and _the tremen- · 
dously great material which the French 
have brought forth, since last this ques
tion occupied my mind, I · had to go 
through." And in a letter two years 
later, mentioning new researches in agri
cultural chemistry, he says: -

"In the chapter on ground rent I must 
at any rate to a certain.degree be familiar 
with the subject as it at the present 
moment stands." 

Interesting is also the judgment which 
the two men passed on Darwin. They 
both completely acknowledgeg his pio-

neer work in its far reaching effects, and 
both saw the harmony there was between 
the system of natural evolution which he 
unfolded and that of the social evolution 
which they had unfolded. - Engels wrote 
in 1859: _ · 

"I should say that Darwin, whom I 
have just read, is a brilliant telelogist, 
and there·has never before been·such a 
magnificent effort made to show ·the his
torical e·volution in nature; at any rate, 
not with such great success." 

Marx in a letter in 1860 tells that dur
ing a period of sickness he has read "Ori
gin of Species," and says: 

"This book contains the natural foun
dation for our views." 

Engels was e~pecially at home in the 
science of war, which he perhaps had 
originally begun to cult~vate with a view 
to a near-revolution; when possibly it 
would come to a clash of the mass and the 
military army. This knowledge he used· 
later in a series of military and political 
articles and sketches. He was perhaps in 
his time the best informed man in Europe 
on that subject. · 
' The correspondence shows that with

out this whole series of these different 
studies on different subjects, upon which 
Marx and Engels built their scientific 
works, we should have had no "Capital" 
and no "Anti-Duehring." 

(To l-e continued) 
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The Revolution in Car Building 
BY PAUL L~ WRIGHT 

A
s the huge steel car goes. swiftly glid
ing by, few people realize the 
enormous and wonderful change 
that has taken place in the car build

ing industry. Formerly built almost entire
ly by domestic craftsmen, the grand 
Pullmans, dining cars, and the elegant day 
coaches of today are now built almost en
tirely by foreign labor. From the time 
the ore is unloaded at the steel mills until 
the finished product is turned over to the 
railroad companies to do service, alien 
labor predominates over domestic ~en to 
one. Since, generally· speaking, foreigQ 
workingmen have always been synonymous 
with unskilled labor, it is apparent that in 
this industry the day of the skilled wood
worker is over. Never again will his serv
ices be needed. As the smooth steel glides 
through the huge rollers in the mills, so 
does the opportunity for the skilled wood
worker to live by his ha-ndicraft, glide to 
oblivion. And this. marvelous revolution 
has taken place in the short space of s·even 
years. 

We will now consider the steel car in its 
first stage of construction. Great center 
sills are lifted into place by gigantic cranes 
which run on a track near the roof of the 
building. These cranes span a space of 
almost one hundred and fifteen feet and 
can travel from one end of the building to 
the other carrying with them any piece of 
steel that may be needed- at the far end of 

850 

the shop; Within this huge crane there is 
another, a small car that can run on the 
crane and crossing the span, can pick up 
a piece of steel and carry it to the other 
end of the span. These cranes are oper
ated by a single oyerator and a hook-on 
man, whose duty it is . to fasten the chain 
to whatever needs to be transported. 

With the first piece of steel in place we 
will now pass on to the next operation, 
which is the riveting of the side sills and 
cross beams to the great center sill. Work- ~ 
men with great air hammers, called bull 
riveters, which are suspended by portable 
cranes, drive the cherry-hot rivets and se
curely fasten the foundations of the car. 
The framework being completed, the side 
plates and the roof sheets are now bolted 
fast and another gang of riveters drive the 
sides, roof and ends. 

What effect has this operation had on 
the woodworker? If the car had been con
structed of wood as in former years the 
services of the lumberman, saw mill oper
ators and carpenters would have been re
quired, but as it is of · steel construction, 
their labors have been entirely· dispensed 
with. 

The body of the car completed, it is ready 
to be taken to the sanqblast. Perhaps some 
of you will wonder what a sandblast is. 
Sandblasting is to the steel car what plan
ing and sandpapering is to the wooden 
structure. If you want a board for the 
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top of your Jibrary table you would desire 
it smooth a11d to get it so it would have to 
be run through the planing machine and a 
sandpapering machine. Just so with the 
steel car. To get the sides of the required 
smoothness- they must be sandblasted, but 
this process is much simpler and less ex
pensive than the methods used by the wood
worker, for the toqls need no knives sharp.:. 
ened nor do the gears wear out. Hence 
valuable time is also saved. ~ 

No doubt some of you would like to 
know what a sandblasting tool is like. It 
consists of a piece of hose attached to the 
air line (compressed air in pipes) . To the 
end of this hose is fastened a pipe; this 
pipe is joined by another hose three or four 
feet from the end, the loose end of which 
is dropped into the sand box. The com
pressed air is then turned on and as it 
rushes through the long hose the suction 
draws the sand up through the short piece 
and hurls it with terrific force against the 
sides of the car, reducing the lumps and · 
irregular spots to a common smoothness .. 
The operator has only to move the hose 
from place to place as it is needed. The 
car is now ready for. int~tjor finishing. 

In this department let 'us take notice of 
the revolutionary processes which make up 
the interior finish. The first process to be 
considered is the making of steel molding._ 
We see a thin, narrow steel band being 
pulled through a die by a long chain driven 
by electric motor power. It reaches .out. 
over a narrow table probably ninety feet in 
length, the chain slowly traveling to the 
far end of the table and with it the finished 
piece of hollow molding. It is made in this 
manner into car lengths. By pulling the 
molding into car lengths the process of 
installing it in the car is greatly simplified. 
As most steel cars are approximately 
seventy feet long, it would require the 
services of a skilled woodworker to join 
the various lengths 'wh(!reas the . work is 
now done without piecing, again saving val
uable time and money and labor as well as 
increasing the efficiency. 

Almost everyone has noticed how a 
wooden door is constructed, the outer piec
es being made with a groov{! cut on the 
inside to receive the panel. With the steel 
panel the outside pieces are pressed or 
pulled and the panel th.en inserted. There 
follows another process called electric spot 
welding. The panel is taken to the welding 

machine and placed in position. The oper
ator turns a lever and between the points 
of contact a bright red spot appears. The 
lever is then thrown back and the material· 
moved into another position, the operation 
being repeated until the pieces are secure
ly fastened together. All this requires only 
a few seconds' time and is much more effi
cient than the process of wooden door 
making. 

Acetylene gas welding is another process 
steel undergoes. This is used to weld roof 
seams, fill holes, join window sashes, cut 
steel and a thousand other different things 
peculiar to steel car building. It is one of 
the most useful inventions used in steel car 
manufacturing. 

Arc welding is another electrical contriv
ance which is being perfected ap.d at a 
future day more may be said of its effect
iveness. It has been tried and proven quite 
a success. 

The material for the interior finish now 
completed,-we will make ourselves acquaint
ed with the methods and tools used to in
stall this in the cars. There are holes Jo be 
drilled and reamed. Right here is where 
the superiority of modern tools over the 
self-propelled tools of the woodworker is 
most remarkably ,demonstrated. The Dunt-

INTERIOR VIEW OF ALL-STEEL DINING CAR. 
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ley Electric Company manufacture a small 
electri~ ·niotor which is. a· most handy .little 
machine: Made . with a haridle. at one end 
and at' the . other one chucks oL -different 
styles tq hold any shaped drill or reamer, 
one. man can driU more. holes with one of 
these machines iri one. hour than a worknian 
with the o1d~fashioned brace a·nd: bit COltld 
drilL in one whole day. _ 

Another machine which does heavier and 
more ·difficult work is· the air drill. Manu
factured by 'the Thor· Machine Company, 
this machine is bui1t in all styles and shapes 
of various capacities. These last . two
named machines have entirely removed the 
skilled woodworker and his simple hand 
tools to other fields of employment· or to 
discardation · and unemployment. , 

vVhen the car. has -received its interior 
finish, another modern process takes place. 
Tlie new monolith floor is laid. A mono
lith floor is made of wood pulp and fibres 
mixed · with certain kinds of acids and 
chemical compounds to make the mass a 
solid piece of work after being laid. · Al
lowed sufficient time for drying this makes a 
beautifully smooth and attractive floor much 
superior in looks ·and wearing qualities to 
the old style wooden· floor. 

The ~a,r is. now ready for painting and 
trimmin~ _After it is striped, grained and 
v~ruistied- it has the appearance of a solid 
steel house on wheels, a veritable palace, 
surely a: great and grand improvement 'Over 
the· old-time wooden passenger car in ap
pear~nce· alone. And when its efficiency 
and wonderful life-saving qualities in time 
of wrecks or collisions are taken into consid~ 
eration,. ,.why grieve and mourn that this 
indestruCtible modern instrument of travel 
has ousted the skilled woodworker from 
plying his_ trade in this line even ·for all 
tiine to coine? Through all the ages it has 

ever been the survival of the fittest. Mod
ern improvements, inventions and discov
eries are the culmination of human desires 

· and endeavors. Every new commodity that 
is produced cheaper and better has a more 
certain chance of success over others not 
possessing these qualities. 

New inventions and processes promote 
the welfare of certain groups in society. 
While one group of workers are employed 
that have skill. in the manufacturing of 
certain things, others are unemployed be
cause their skill is a lost art, relegated to 
uselessness by inventions and more efficient 
methods of produCtion.· This has been the 
case of tlie wooden car worker. 

The irresistible laws of Capitalistic So
ciety work in cycles of death to some and 
birth to others. 'Never will the welfare of 
the workers .be secured so long as the capi
talist regime holds sway. 

To be a successful mechanic or inventor 
one must act in accordance with the laws 
of mechanics. or physics and success in our · 
~ndeavors depends upon and is facilitated 
only by knowledge and observance of these 
laws. Inform yourselves of the economic, 
industrial and social .laws and sciences and 
profit by adapting yourselves to these great 
truths. - Knowledge means solidarity and 
solidarity means independence and· fulfilled 
hopes, the realization of which have long 
been deferred and almost crushed bv the 
cruel -for-ees of capitalism. ~ 

The working class must understand the 
intricate and complex laws of capitalistic 
society. and render them void and useless 
by voting to own the tools of production 
and distribution collectively, thereby caus
ing each new invention and process·to bene
fit the whole of society instead of a small 
proportion. Then only will we truly live 
instead of merely exist. 

HOMES-TEADERS NOW 
Letter From Mary ~lspaugh. Wife .of_ a ~olorad~ M-iner 

. ,\.. . 

H
. ARKEN, all yo'U people who burn to be another investigatio'rr of the -Un-

. . the._ midnight oil, fm; I have ~made . washed. . 
. :a- dts~overy! The hght begms to I have dis-covered why there: is more 
· shine. I have found out why _the gravel in our dried beans ·and .. a little 

price- of candles has soared so suddenly more sand in our dried fruit.- 'There is to 
and mysteriously. The Rockefeller Foun- be held an investigation of industrial con
dation needs the money. There is going ditions throughout the world, backed by 
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ONE HUNDRED MILLION DOL
LARS! 

My own home, until recently, was in 
Oak Creek, Colo., in the heart_ of the 
Routt County coal fields where such a 
bitter class struggle has raged since 
Sept., 1913. I have three small children 
whose lives were in peril every minute 
after the strike was called. The camp 
fairly crawled with armed degenerates of 
every description. First came the Bald·
win-Felts thugs, then the sheriff and his · 
deputies, then the Steamboat mob and 
the Chamber of Commerce of Oak Creek. 
These were followed by the militia, more 
Baldwin thugs, then mor.e militia imme
diately after Bloody Monday in Ludlow 
and finally the Regulars, who are still on 
the job. -

We had dragged our children from 
pillar to post constantly since the strike 
began and we never knew in the morning 
where they would sleep that night. Many 
a bitter winter night we kept them in 
some cellar, under a . building or in the 
house of a friend high up on the moun
tain. When the Governor sneaked the 
Militia in after the slaughter in the 
Southern fields, it was up to the strikers 
to get them out ,of town, posthaste, or 
have them murdered. I, with my chil
dren, went to the house of a friend ten · 
miles out of town. My husband remained 
to render what assistance he could. 

From there we moved further back 
into the hills and located on a homestead. 
We took with us only a ten-by-twelve 
tent, some clothing and bedding, carpen
ters' tools and a few cooking utensils, 
for this is rough country and homestead
ers frequently have to build long roads 
before they can get in with a wagon. 
Thus were peaceable citizens driven into 
the wilderness. · 

On account of the. great difficulty con
nected with gettip.g provisions in here, 
we substituted candles for kerosene 
lights. During the early part of the 
summer these cost us 20 cents, but just 
about the time the pebbles and bits of 
quartz began to appear in large numbers 
in our beans, or, to be exact, about the 
time the RocKefeller Foundation decided 
the "rough necks" needed another inves
tigation, the price jumped up. Some
times our stock of candles does not hold 
out and then we resort to a rag saturated 

in a saucer of grease for a light. No 
matter, the Rockefeller Foundation needs 
the money. 

Have YOU been investigated? If not, 
you are hopelessly out of the fashion. It 
is all the ·rage these· days and most bene
ficial ( ?) . 

They murdered us in Patterson and 
then-investigated us; they murdered us 
in West Virginia and then-investigated 
us. 

They murdered us in Colorado and 
then-investigated us. 

"With one million dollars back of it," 
says the Pittsburgh Christian Advocate, 
"such an investigation should yield some 
important knowledge and practical re
sults. This is what one might well u
pect from the Advocate. But since that 
paper has manifested so kindly ( ?) an 
interest I am' sure its editor will be glad 
to look over a few figures which I have 
prepared, simple figures that even the 
editor of the Advocate SHOULD be able 
to understand. 

One hundred million dollar's represents 
almost one dollar from every man, 
woman and child in 'America. But since 
the entire amount comes from labor, let 
us eliminate those who do no useful 
work. This means, then, a hundred mil
lion dollars from the toil of the working 
class. From the four hundred men who 
responded to the strike call at Oak Creek, 
representing, approximately, families of 
five, this would mean two thousand dol
lars. Two thousand dollars, which would 
have paid for shoes for the children of 
the camp during the winter. Instead, it 
goes to INVESTIGATING US ·via the 
Rockefeller Foundation. 

Do you see, Mr. Editor o£ the Advo
cate, and Oily John? 

It comes with very bad grace from the 
Rockefellers to talk INVESTIGATION 
after they have declared they would 
spend every dollar invested in Colorado 
to prevent the miners from improving 
their condition ; and with very bad grace 
for the Christian ( ?) press to throw its 
hat in the air and shout "Amen" when 
the lily-fingered crooks plan to put some
thing over on the working class. 

The sky-pilots and their flocks pray for 
peace three hundred and sixty-four days 
a year and vote to ·give us Hell on elec
tion day. 



THE FALLEN MIGHTY 
By Frank Bohn 

0 
UR party and our whole move-
ment have failed in Europe. At
tempting to deceive ourselves 
can do no good. Just the con

trary, it will do a great neal of harm. 
We must take the facts as they are, at
tempt to analyze them and discover 
what our duty may be as members of the 
In tern a tiona!. 

When the terrible news came from 
Germany that our 113 members in the 
Reichstag had NOT BEEN· EXE
CUTED FOR TREASON, but had been 
good patriots and voted the war budget, 
hope forsook us for the time being. 

But the world -goes on. Sooner or 
later' the war will come to an end. We 
will then have to go back twenty years 
and pick up th~ broken threads of the 
revolutionary movement where both the 
leaders anrl the rank and file of the Ger
man Socialists _laid them down so long 
ago, and understand the . principles 
which will permit a rebirth of. the· move
ment. 

Let us begin by saying this is no time 
for various groups of the international 
labor movement to point the finger of 
scorn at one another. Gustave Herve, 
editor of the Social W M 7 and recently an 
opponent of political action, has lately 
offered to carry ·arms under the Tri
Color. The chief organ of the French 
syndicalists is now in a fit of patriotic 
lunacy. Bourtseff, exile and physical 
forcist, has offered to join the forces of 
the Czar. Finally Kropotkin, the lead
ing anarchist since thj! death of Bakunin, 
has spiked the gunsof any of his persua
sion who might have attempted to scoff 
at us _Socialists. He is bitterly anti
German, and writes glibly of the . "free
dom" of france, Britain and Belgium, 
which "freedom" now seems to require 
the defensive power of his potent pen. 
- To some of us the collapse of the 

International is not in the least surpris
ing. In the INTERNATIONAL SociALIST 
REVIEW for July, 1910, I wrote an article 
concerning _the then coming Interna
tional C~ngress at Copenhagen. In that 

article I described my experience as a 
member of th~ pre~eding International 
Congress at Stuttgart in 1907. 

"But this year," the article continued, 
"a sickish feeling creeps over one long 

-before delegates put out to sea on the 
way to the International Congress. One 
feels much as the dog must have felt 
when 'Old Mother Hubbard went to her 
~upboard' and . returned with empty 
hands." At the close of the article I 
proposed that the International Bureau 
arrange for a discussion, at the succeed
ing International Congress, of anti-vivi
section, Esperanto and the Sultan's 
harem. 

The International Congress, I found, 
was a gathering of old, good-natured but 
worn out men and women, who 'inet to 
talk over old times, drink to one an
other's he~lth and listen to very good 
musical programs. I have since opposed 
the sending of delegates to those con
gresses as a waste of the workers' money 
on junketing tours. 

The Last Bold Word Against War 

At the Congress at Stuttgart in 1907, 
I heard Herve's great speech against 
militarism and in favor of working class 
insurrection in case of war. There was 
at that time nothing new in this. Herve 
only sounded again the notes struck by 
Marx and Engels at the close of the 
"Communist Manifesto." To comrades 
who take the position Herve then so elo
quently expressed it seems strange in
deed that any person calling himself a 
Socialist could ever hold another posi
tion. If, indeed, the workers "have 
nothing to lose but their chains/' how 
can they be expected to fight for the soil 
of .any natio_n? As late as August, 1899, 

_ W llhelm Ltebknecht wrote in his re
markable brochure entitled, "No Com
promise," that-

"The Social-Democracy must remain by itself, 
must seek for· and generate. its power within it
self. Every power outside of ourselves on which 

we seek to lean is for us only weakness. In the 
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consciousness. of our ·strength~. in''ou'r faith of and. crawled. throu"gh a very 'small hqle. 
a ·wortd.:.conquering mission of Socialism, lies the out of danger. When later I asked a· 
secret of ~ur extraordinary, almost miraculous, German delegate why he and his col-· 

- success. "' leagues did not wish to take up seriously 
"Therefore, we will not turn from our old the fight for anti-militarism, he replied, 

tactics, not from the old program. Ever advanc- that at heart, all the German Socialists 
ing with science and economic deve~opment, we were one with Herve, but that "at pres
are :what w·e .were and we will remain what we ent" they "could not endanger their or.:.. 
are. Or~the Social Democracy will cease to ganization." 
exist." "AT PRES:gNT !" Wha~ a. sugges-

The statement of the old warrior that tion! In the future perhaps they. would 
the party was then as it had always been, come clear through and tell the truth to 
was, unfortunately, untrue. The Ger- themselves and fight for what they 
man Social-Democracy in 1899 was well ·knew to be the interests of the working 
on its way to destruction. The heart of class. But "at present" we shall be 
it was already rotting out. silent, crawl out of danger like a lot of 

scared mice and save the party organi
. The Biology. of a Revolutionist zation: That is, if telling the truth hurts 
A revolutionist is composed of both - the party, we must lie. If to fight the 

mind and heart. To have one without enemy· will lose us votes, we must ·quit 
the other is like having a gun without and go home. The German Socialists 
ammunition or ammunition without a are but reaping·where they have sown. 
gun. The extent to which the. German Exactly fifteen years ago the venerable 
So~ial-Democracy had long ago lost its Li~bknecht strove mightily· to keep the 
ideals is indicated by the published de- German Socialist Party headed toward 
bates. of the International Congres.s . of the .Social · Revolution. But ·a "new 
1907. Herve introduced an anti-war res- school" had grown . UJr-a crowd- of. pro-. 
olution reading in part as follows: fessional office-holders and organization 

"Considering, men :who came, in time, to scoff at the 
"T~at it does not matter to proletarians under very word "revolution." They were 

what national and governmental ticket the cap- "practical men." They were "'construct
italists exploit them; · ive." They were the people who· "did 

"That the interest of the working class is ex- things." Revolutionists only "made ·a 
elusively the struggle against international cap- noise." · 
it~lism; The speech of Herve in reply to the 

"The Congress, G~rmans' whose spokesman, we regret 
"Rejects bourgeois and governmental patriotism With all our heart to admit, was none 

which upholds the lying affirmation of the exist- other than . August Bebel, should be 
ence of a community of interests amongst all studied now by every Socialis~ the world 
ip.habitants of the same Country. It declares that over. 
itis the dtity·of Socialists in all countries to fight "When two years ago," said Herve, "the rumor 
only· for such objects. as will bring about the went abroad of an entry of the German army into 
collectivist or c;ommunist regime, and to defend Poland, in order to. checkmate the Russion Revo
it .once they have built it up, and lution, we .found out that the German comrades 

."Calls upon all comrades, in view of the diplo- would confine themselves to opposing the 'mo~~l 
matic, inddents wh·i.ch, coming from all quarters, force' of their three million voter~. When, at 
th~eaten European peace, .to answer. any declara- about the same. time,. the Moroccan conflict' nearly· 
tion of war, from whatever side it might come, unchained a Franco-German war, we found o'ut 
by military strike and insurrection.'' · . again that our German brethren had n~thing 'to 

This :Positi.on. a revolutionary congress oppose to an order for mobilization but the.'rnor~l· 
should. ha:ve taken for granted and en- force' of their electoral organizations." . 
dorse{:wi,thout debate. But a majority ·* * * · 
of the French and all of the Germans- "And we think we can give you credit yet,. be-
repr~s~nt~t,ives .<;>£.the two nations upon cause it was from your side tha~ there ~arne the 
whot4 .' milJtarism . bore most. heavily- profound words of Marx: 'The Proletarians 
bacl{ed'·'away: from this revolutionary have no Cou~try,' ab~:mt whic~ ~e'did n~t thin!<.· 
standpoint like the trimmers they were Bebel would come cavilling today; because ifwas 
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orie of you, Liebknecht, who at the Congress of 
Marseilles proclaimed that there are in the world 
but two Countries, that of the rich and that of 
the poor; because it is yourself, Bebel, who at 
our . last Congress at Amsterdam demonstrated 
with force to J aures that all capitalist States, 
whatever be their government, are class States, 
that they are almost alike, and you added that 
the French Republic was not so superior to a 
monarchy that you would have your head broken 
in for it. 

"Finally, we give you credit because we could 
not believe that people who call out everywhere 
our beautiful motto of the. International : 'Pro- · 
letarians or all countries unite!' would go in
terpreting it in practice by 'Proletarians . of all 
Countries, massacre one another ! 

"Well, now that we have gone forward trust
ing you, we put to you two questions : If tomorrow 
or the day after the Moroccan question cropped 
up again, and if you received an order for 
mobilization, in order. to march against France
notice that when a war breaks out one never 
knows who is the real aggressor-what will ·you 
do, Germ.an comrades? 

"Alas! after the words of Bebel, I am beg~n
ning to believe that we have had too much 
confidence in you and your Socialist and inter
nationalist sentiments. 

"Oh ! I know your qualities. I know your 
powers of organization, of which we have even 
proofs here at this Congress so admirably organ
ized.· 

"But let me tell you frankly-you are living 
on your old reputation ! 

"Today, since you have allowed yourselves to 
be intoxicated by your electoral successes, since 
Y<;>U are embourgeoisized in Parliament, you have 
become a party exclusively reformist and lawful; 
you have lost-if ever you have had it-all revo
lutionary spirit, all revolutionary sense; you do 
not even understand what it is. 

"Shall I tell you all I am thinking of? 
"You are no more than an admirable machine 

for voting and paying subscriptions. · You are 
afraid of prison ! 

Rosa Luxembourg : "I protest." 
Herve: "Are you Rosa Luxembourg? You 

know very well I .do net mean you, who leave 
the Kaiser's prison only to enter that of the Czar. 
I only wish, comrade,- there were niany men like 
you in the German ·social-Democracy. 

"You are a flock of sheep under. the crook of 
your Kaiser Be bel-like ·our French Guesdists, 
under the· crook of their Pope, Jules Guesde. 
Your Kaiser Bebel, with his gray hair and the 

inability of all old men to understand novelties, 
thinks for you; you can say no more than· 'Amen'! 
Your discipline is a discipline of death. 

"'When the war breaks out, go on ! go on ! 
Under the colors of your Emperor!" 

Bravely indeed did Herve declare that 
whatever happened the French Socialists 
would never march under the Tri-Color. 
They would revolt against their own 
government and lead the Germans as 
ami.ed revolutionists. But the effort re-

. quired was too great. Herve went home, 
carried on an active anti-militarist prop
aganda, went to prison, and came oqt 
with his faith in the International dead. 

It Might Have Been 
Why could there not have been in the 

-whole of Germany one single fighter. 
willing to die for our cause-a man with 
the courage to ·say, "I shall fall by your 
hands rather than commit the crime of 
murder~ng my comrades?" A hundred 
stich .m~n, dying as soldiers in the work
ers' capse, would have sent such a shud
der through the ranks of the German 
army as to totally destroy .its morale. 

When I have made this statement in 
conversation, I have sometimes been met 
with the reply, "Oh, it is very easy for 
you to sit here in New York and say 
what others should do. Life is . sweet 
and death is terrible. After all, we can
not blame them." 

I, for one, refuse to be silenced by such 
drivel. Of course, we expected some 
comrades would· die as befitted men and 
women in a great and holy cause. I can
not conceive how any one thinks that it 
takes much courage to do that. Physical 
bravery is the commonest of qualities. 
The black slaves in the Civil War fought 
and died like the finest gentlemen of the 
age of chivalry: A cat, a cow, an old 
hen, will die to save her young. It is 
nothing at all to die. It takes only three 
minutes before a firing squad. Tolive
to live and labor and suffer through 
years and years of poverty and disap
pointment, to mend the ragged clothing 
and make thin soup· for a crowd of chil
dren when the father is out of work
THAT takes. courage, more iron cour
age ·than ten· .thousand men must have 
altogether when they charge and are torn 
fo pieces by artillery. 
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Austria and Germany started this war. 
The signal for revolt should have come 
from the Austrian and German com
rades. They have ·failed. Like he "who 
gains all the world and loses his , own 
soul," they built up mighty organiza
tions, cast millions of votes, won hun
dreds of offices, distributed millions of 

pieces of literature, published and 
studied thousands of books-and lost the 
revolutionary spirit-that essence of 
class solidarity which alone could save 
the working class. 

I am wondering what our party in 
America is prepared to do under similar 
circumstances? 

CROSSING THE DESERT. 

THE PROMISED LAND 
OF WORK 

~~sEEING AMERICA FIRST .. 
By NILS H. HANSSON 

I 
N these historical days there is a great 
howl going the rounds of the Ameri
can press about "seeing America 
first." Of course, it is the tourists 

who go to France or Germany or Eng
land to spend their parasitical days to 
whom they refer and not by any means 
those useful members of society in over
alls-the producing class. 

The only land useful folks usually see 
is their native country-arid they rarely 
get outside of a twenty-mile square in it 
in their lifetime. Of course, there are 
many of us who are given the oppor
tunity (though not the MEANS) t~ see 
America. We are the migratory workers 
who are floating from one part of the 

country to another, always looking for 
the Almighty Job. 

We certainly do "see America", not 
generally because we like ta, but because 
society forces us to do so. There are 
always .rumors. reaching our ears that the 
next place, or the next city, may be bet
ter. So that we are ever drifting into 
strange territories lured by the hope of 
work. Ahead of us lurk the dangers of 
·"the road." 

.For the- past two years I have been 
one of this kind of tourists and I will 
try to tell. you of some of the wonderful 
sights my eyes have seen in this glorious 
Land of Liberty (?}. · 
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JSS THE-PROMISED LAND 

Six Doughnuts in "Los" . their filthy jail it was sixty days or.le_ave 
Last December a _small unemployed town for me. 

ar~y marched here and there through Th~ ~oboes' Paradise· 
California, making from eight to twenty Yuma, Arizona, was the next point to 
miles a day carrying their bundles on stand out for especial interest.· It -used 
their backs. It was a raggedy little to be called "The Hoboes' Paradise" be
bunch of slaves who had_ united for the cause it is the warmest place in America. 
purpose of getting a little to eat and, per- So, many who have not warm clothing 
haps, a leaky old warehouse to sleep in. and no chance to get it, tried to keep 
Often, however, the sky was their roof around there -in winter time. Not so any 
and the rain was their covering. I hap- more. Ten days is what is handed to 
pened to be of their number for over a everyone whq comes throJ.tgh-ten days 
week, but the lure of work in the South . in the dungeon on bread and water or 
led me and many others to hit the road. five days' work on the rockpile. 

In Los Angeles I found that the most I saw thirty-five men arrested there on 
popular word passed around among the -a charge of vagrancy in one night. For 
tens of thousands of unemployed wa~. every man "pinched" the police get their 
that you could get SIX DOUGHNUTS share-one dollar a head. 
and a CUP OF COFFEE for five cents. With the exception of long walks on 
God, such a heaven! I thought. But at an empty stomach, the dangers of brutal 
the same time if one has not the requi- brakemen and railroad police ali through 
site five cents they might just as well the vast territory of Arizona and New 
have made it five dollars for these life_- Mexico, there is not much to relate be
savers. There I found that when the. fore we reach the city of El Paso, Texas. 
available funds of two men made up the BeJore we reached there we met a man 
required sum, one would go in and have who said he had served two hundred days 
coffee and two doughnuts while the other merely for being found on the streets 
waited outside for FOUR doug4n11ts _a~d . at night without the price of a bed. His 
no coffee. They were both saved for the face told the same story. He said that 
time being. Then they took _turns beg- before he reached El Paso he was strong 
ging another nickel for the next day's and healthy, but when we ·s~w him there 
provisions. And ·each- nickel \Yas ~ard ~0 - . was not much left of him. . Consumption 
get although Los Angeles was supposed was eating his life out very fast. He 

said that when you look up at the sun 
to be a "good town." for a moment from the El Paso rockpile, 

The winters an~ tolerably. wat;m- in there is always a black-jack or a pick
"Los," though I have seen a-. quarter -of handle ready for you. 
an inch of ice on the ponds around the-re. 
So do not imagine it is a real· pat"adise · Shackles and Chains 

-_to sleep _outside with a "Calif~rnia · blan
ket''. (a newspaper and gunnysack) for 
.shelter. · But it is so warm in ~tqe- day 
:and 'one's bl~od is so thin tll.at. the nights 
·FEEL Jike thirty below zero weather. 
· _ I w.ish. the tourist parasites traveling 
'tht:otigh California might' see· th~ thou
·sa~ds cif ht_ingry men whose J:nisy ·hands 
have made it possible for -'them to '-'see 

-America" and to live in ·luxury: ·A 'blue-
-lipped. "hum'' might spoil the whole pic~ 
ture. .. · · " · 

Last winter, "Los" had: an· extra ·police 
force for the purpose of arresting all per
·sons· who -happened to land itt town a,t 
night or ·who· resembled sonie "undesir
able." After I had _spe~~ _ o~e njgqt. in 

Before we arrived in ·El Paso my part
ner and I suggested tha~ we remain_ out
side the city till daylight. · But the -third 
in· our party, whom ·we had picked tip 
.on the road, an elderly man, urged ·us 
to go on and take a room for the night. 
"They won't arrest us workingmen," ·he 
said. .And as he had money and was 
going to pay for us, we allowed ourselves 
to be persuaded. 

We had not walked two blocks· before 
:we were- approached by- two· det~ctives 
who had searched the freight·we came in 
on, and in a most decisive manner we 
. were, taken to the police station .. 

Finding no guns upon us and only four 
. dollars _(belonging_ to th~ old ·fel]ow wh.o 
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thought they would not "arrest working
men") we were ·let into the kennel. It 
was a filthy room about 60 by 30 feet. 
On each side were about eight cells run
ning one-third the way up to the ceiling. 
On top of each cell and everywhere on 
the cement floor were crowded men of 
our type-most of them serving their 
time or waiting for what the judge would 
hand out to them in the morning. 

The night was chilly and there were 
no blankets-only a few rags and not 
half enough of them. A couple of drunks 
were howling in the cells and disturbing 
those who had done a hard day's work 
on a Texas rock pile. 

At about 5 o'clock the Get-up signal 
·was given and there was a hurrying and 
scraping of feet and a "reading of shirts" 
before they were put on. Five dope 
fiends were in the bunch. One, a miser
able little creature with eyes sticking out, 
hair standing erect and back bent be
cause of "the habit," cried out at the 
door, "Say, Captain, can't I have a little 
medicine?" The door was opened and 
for answer he received a chair on · the . 
head with a promise of death if he asked 
for dope again. . 

"Line up for breakfast" was the next 
order and inside a second we were all in 
line. Some discipline there! A few 
beans, some bread and weak coffee were 
given us, which, by the way, was very 
welcome to our party, as we had had little 
to eat for two days. A few minutes later 
a tough-looking individual entered carry
ing a big Texas hat in,his hand. He was 
guard at the rock pile. 

"Line up, chain gang," was his greet
ing as he came in, and it wasn't said in 
a friendly way, either. They lined up 
faster than I can tell it. I never saw any
body move as fast as those slaves in the 
El Paso jail. We were given a hint to 
climb up on top of the cells if we didn't 
want to get "sapped up." 

One by one the men, whose crime was 
lack of work, put on their chains and 
fastened their shackles, each shackle 
locked to the leg with a big padlock. 
To assure the fastening, a small steel bar 
was used to test each lock. Not much 

·time was lost in assuming the ch~ins. 
All worked swiftly like a machine. · 

In that chain gang were three Mexican 

boys between the ages of eleven and 
thirteen bearing the heavy chains and 
shackles. One maii was beaten into un
consciousness because he said "I am sick 
and cannot work." 

I happened to land in New Orleans 
just before the Mardi Gras celebration, 
when all strangers are herded in or fined 
$2.00. The police are in evidence every
where, but I learned how to avoid them 
and they did not get me there. 

Leaving filthy New Orleans and the 
Dark South with its ·small shacks with
out doors .or windows, its ragged men 
and ~omen, its whipping of boys and 
negroes, we will proceed on our "jour
ney." Next stop, Kansas City, Mo. 

The Helping H~d 
In that great Missouri town the 

authorities have "solved the problem" of 
the unemployed in their Helping Hand 
( ?) Institute. There all suckers are 
given a chance to make "coffee and," · 
even in the winter. Instead of using a 
rock crusher the men break rocks by 
hand. You get five cents a box for break
in·g rocks-and a big box at that. Three 
boxes pay for a meal at the H. H. Evi
dently if we only abolish the new ma
chinery there will be work for everybody. 
The men seem glad to work all day for 
a bed and a couple of scanty meals. 

I don't think you could ever use the 
Western workers in this way. They ate 
too rebellious and too intelligent. They 
might use a little direct action where the 

. commodities they produced are piled up. 

Breadlines 
Next point, Chicago. It was almost 

snowing and the March winds · were 
blowing hard when I ran against the 
bread line at Union and Randolph street. 
I failed to see the healthy faces one finds 
in the West. Everybody looked pale and 
sickly. Surely, I thq.ught, these men 
don't know how to get chicken or how 
to cook ''mulligan." They stood thete 
shivering, waiting for the doors of the 
Municipal Lodging House to open. 

We were roundly questioned and final
ly given a ticket for eats and a bed
more than a thousand of us, when the 
man just ahead of me fell to the floor in 
a lifeless conditi_on. He was taken away 
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and the report was that he was almost 
starved to death. 

Everybody carried a newspaper and I 
wondered why. I found out later. We 
were given· a piece of stale bread about 
two · inches thick and a cup of watery 
coffee and they seemed to like it, too. 

We walked up to the third floor, pass
ing two on the way, already filled with 
the jobless. Each floor was one huge 

. room where five hundred men were piled 
in on the floor like sardines in a box. 

The whistle for rising blew at 5 o'clock 
and there was a hasty search for vermin 
through the room. Out we marched and 
were given more bread and coffee ( ?) 
when we were turned out into the cold. 
No chance to wash or bathe was given 
us. The windows were kept closed. You 
can imagine how thick the air. was. 

There are societies and societies for 
fighting tuberculosis, but what good are 
they when diseased men are thrown in 
with well ones as we were here? 

Chicago has a five-cent "flop" where 
some thousands are"' lodged and many 
ten and fifteen-cent lodging houses. 

Many of the men I met here in the 
Breadline seemed not to desire or hope 
for anything 3;t all. They were so weak 
in mind and body that they had lost all 
spirit of rebellion. Day and night they 
slunk in to warm corners in the chance 
that there might be "free shipping" to 
some better point. Of work in Chicago 
most of us found none. 

After a few days in New York, I left 
the East and. its Breadlines, the South 
-with its prejudices and brutalities and 

· went back to the Pacific Coast after a 
few more experiences with the railroad 
police. · Now I hear that the unemployed 
here are organizing to defy the drones 
higher up; that they are refusing to eat 
soup and swill-these men who have pro
duced EVERYTHING and are starving 
and shelterless because of the profit sys
tem of today. 

Thousands already are sleeping in the 
San Francisco parks in the daytime and 
walking the streets at ni~ht. Others are 
"hitting". back doors and "bumming" on 
the street for the price of something to 
eat. 

If some of those who talk about "see
ing America first" realized that in Vir
ginia and West Virginia between those 
beautiful mountains are men and wom~n, 
who, when they ask for bread are given 
cold lead instead, the picture might lose 
some of its charm. 

When we see the hundreds of thou
sands of children wearing their lives 
away in the cotton mills, the lovely 
colors fade away. There are so many 
things, rude things, crude things in the 
background . 

See America first ! See the pictur
esque hills of Colorado-and the starving 
miners where bloody Ludlow stares you 
in the face. Travel through the sun
kissed valleys of California, and murder
ous Wheatland, San Diego and the pick
handle administration against the unem
ployed rob the scenes of their attraction. 

Large sums of money are being spent 
upon the World's Fair with its wondrous 
buildings shimmering against the smiling 
sun over the Golden Gate. I wish that 
the thousands· of hungry men and 
women out of work could stand at the 
entrance to show just what all this splen
dor really means. 

Wherever you go it is much the same. 
East, West, North, South-misery be
yond description, black-jacks, chain 
gangs, jails and pens, and shackles for 
those who dare tell about them. 

And it will always be so until those 
hungry beasts of burden awaken to their 
power, arise and unite to take back what 
they have produced! 
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CLARENCE DARROW. 

THE COST OF WAR 
By CLARENCE DARROW 

A LONG with the many other regrets 
over the ravages of war is the sor-

, ·row for the destruction of prop-
erty. As usual, those who have 

nothing to lose join in the general lanlen
tation.. There is enough to mourn about 
in the great European Holocaust without 
conjuring up imaginary woes. So hr as 
the vast majority of people is concerned, 
the destruction of property is not an evil 
but a good. 
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The lands and houses, the goods and 
merchandise and money of the world are 
owned by a very few. All the rest in 
some way serve that few for so much as 
the law of life and trade permit them to 
exact. At the best, this is but a small 
share of the whole. All· the property de
stroyed by war belongs to the owners of 
the earth; it is for them that wars are 
fought, and it is they who pay the bills. 
When the war is over, the property must 
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be r~-created. This, . the working men 
will do. In this re-building, they will 
work for wages. Then, as now, the rate 
of wages will be fixed by the law of de
mand and supply-the demand and sup
ply of those who toil. The war will. cre
ate more wor~ and less workmen. There
fore labor can and will get a greater share 
of its production than it could command 
if there was less· work and more work
men. The wages must be paid from the 
land and money and other property left 
when the war is done. This will still be 
in the hands of the few, and these few will 
be compelled to give up a greater share. 
The destruction of property, together with 
its re-creation means only a re-distribu
tion of wealth-a re-distribution in which 
the poor get a gryater share .. It is one 
way to bring about so.mething like equal
ity of property-a cruel, wasteful, and im- ' 
perfect way, but still a way. That the 
equality will not last does not· matter, for 
in the period of re-construction the work
man will get a larger share and will live 
a larger life. 

As. the war goes on, the funds for pay
ing bills will be met in the old way by 
selling bonds. These too will be paid by 
the owners of the earth. True, the prop
erty from which the payment comes must 
be produced by toil, but if the bonds that 
must be paid from the fruits of labor had 
never been issued this surplus would not 
have gone to labor, but would have been 
ab~orbed by capital. This is true for the 
simple reason that the return to labor is 
not fixed by the amount of production, the 

· rate of taxation, the price of interest and 
rents, but by the supply and demand of 
labor, and nothing else. 

If labor shall sometime be wise enough, 
or rather instinctive enough to claim all 
that it produces, it will at the· same time 
have the instinct or wisdom to leave the 
rulers' bonds unpaid. . · 

But all of this is far, far away; in de
termining immediate effects we must con
sider what is, not what should be. And 
the jobless and propertyless can only look 
upon the destruction of property as giving 
them· more work and a larger share of the 
product of their labor. Chicago was never 
so prosperous, or wages so high, as when 
her people were re-building it from the 
ashes of a general conflagration. San 
Francisco found the same distribution of 

property amongst its workmeh after the 
earthquake and the fire had laid it waste, 
and her people were called upon to build 
it-up anew.· 

Carlyle records that dur.ing the long 
days . of qe~truction in the French Revo
lution· the people were more ·prosperous 
and happy than they had ever been be
fore. True; the guillotine was doing its 
deadly work day after day, but its victims 
were very few. The people got used to 
the guillotine, and heeded it no more than 
does the crowd heed a hanging in our 
county jail, when they gayly pass in their 
machines. . 

After the first &hock was over, during 
the four years of our Civil war, wages 
were higher, men w~re better empfoyed, 
production ~Teater, and.distribution more 
equal than it had been at any time except
ing in the extreme youth of the Republic. 
Then land was free. 

Then again, this world has little to de
stroy. After centuries of so-called civili
zation, the 'human race has not accumu
lated enough to last a y~ar should all stop 
work. The world lives, and always ha~ 
lived, from hand to mouth. This is not 
because of any trouble in producing 
wealth, but because things are made not 
to use, but to sell. And the wages of the 
gr.eat mass of men does not permit them 
to buy or own more than they consume 
from day to day. · 

It is for this reason that half the peo
ple do not really work; that the market 
for labor is fitful and uncertain, and never 
great enough; and that all are poor. After. 
a devastation like a great war, the need 
of re-creating will turn the idle and the 
shirkers into workmen, because the re
wards wiil be greater. This will easily 
and rapidly oroduce more than ever be
fore. From this activity, invention will 
contrive new machines to compete with 
men, going once more around the same 
old circle, until the world finds out that 
machines should be used to satisfy human 
wants. and not to build up profits for the 
favored few. · · 

One may often regret the impulses that 
bring destruction of property, but before 
any one· mourns over the destruction of 
property, purely because of its destruc
tion, he should ask whose. property it is. 
-The Little Review. 
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Straight Revolutionary Program the Only 
Solution 

BY WILLIAM E. TOWNE 

T
HE only program today that is 
wol"th while is the revolutionary 
one. This is the one dominant 
thought and final judgment that I 

have arrived at following the conclusion 
of a thirty-day speaking tour in northern 
Minnesota. 

After trying out both reform ideas and 
revolutionary thoughts before· audiences 
composed of small farmers and business 
men with a sprinkling of workers, I find 
that even the small storekeepers are more 
susceptible to the idea of social revolu
tion than they are generally thought 
to be. 

As for the workers, the speaker who 
talks reform off of a soap box today· is 
a dead one and cannot even get the at-
tention of a Sunday School man. . 

Conditions," particularly on the Iron 
ranges of the state of Minnesota, point 
the necessity of revolutionary Socialism. 

In this particular field, covering a ter
ritory from six to. twenty miles wide and 
two hundred miles in extent, there are 
nearly fifty open pit iron mines. These 
mines extend from half a mile to four 
miles in length, and in some cases nearly 
as much in width. They are from SO 
to 200 feet in· depth. The iron ore is 
scooped up by steam shovels, operating 
with a crew of only 8 to 10 men, at a 
cost as low as 3 cents per ton~ 

Ore trains composed· of 120 cars, each 
holding fifty tons of ore, and nearly a · 
mile in length, are hauled by monster 
compound locomotives to the ports on 
Lake Superior for shipment to the fur
naces at the lower lake ports. 
· Underground mining is practiced also, 

but is gradually giving way to the open 
pit method. This is easily accounted for 
when it is seen. that it costs from· $1.SO 
to SO cents per ton to secure ore from the 
underground properties. 

Seventy million tons of iron ore can 
be placed upon the market in a season 
of.from 60 to 90 days. 

A few years ago, when the overburden 
was being removed from the ore bodies, 
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there were boom times on the iron range. 
Merchants and saloonkeepers did a rush
ing business; there was always an open
ing on the iron range. Hundreds of men 
were employed at the various locations. 
More cubic yards of earth were removed 
in ten years than there was removed at 
the Panama Canal. 

All this is changed now. Every under
ground mine that it is possible to close 
down is standing idle. A tremendous 
stock pile lies at each shaft head. Strip
ping operations on the ore bodies are 
no longer necessary for many years to 
come. 

The petty bourgeoisie saw what was 
coming. They must protect themselves 
and the little property that they accumu
lated. How? Political action. Three or 
four years ago the Socialist party was 
actively in the field. Looking back now 
we can see that it was merely the effort 
of the little business people feeling their 
way. 

Today the English branch of the party 
on the iron range is practically, dead. 
Why? 

The little merchants found the ma
chine ·that was adapted to their needs. 
The Roman Catholic politicians, organ
ized into the Knights of Columbus, had 
the dope .. 

The plan was to tax the steel trust to 
the limit. Secure the support of the 
working class voters by granting all of 
the immediate demands enumerated in 
the municipal program of the Socialist 
Party. . 

It worked fine. In nearly every iron 
range city and village the Roman poli
tician is in power. And they are good 
fellows. Very seldom do the Socialists 
have trouble at their street meetings. 
Often the police keep . the drunks and 
rowdies out of the crowd. 

In the city of Eveleth, of about 8,000 
population, 17 policemen are on the pay
roll of the city at $100 per month at eight 
hours per day. Street sweepers are on 
every block. Municipal work is going 
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full blast; white ways, drinking foun
tains, water and light plants, public 
buildings, etc., are under construction. 
The workers get the eight-hour day and 
a minimum_wage of $2.50. The munici
pal pay roll is provided by the steel 
trust through the taxation route, under 
Pt:Otest. . 

The mining companies put up a long 
howl this summer when the regular in
dustrial depression struck the range and 
thousands were out of work, they desired 
to reduce wages, but the politicians said 
no, the rate of pay was held at $2.50 for 
common labor. 
· As a result in some of the towns, in
junctions were brought against the tax 
levy. In Eveleth a recall fight was 
staged. Here was a peculiar political 
situation. The Roman machine oppos
ing corporate power. A Socialist speaker 
who rapped the steel trust was accused 
of selling out to the Catholic politicians; 
when he rapped the church he was ac
cused of selling out to the steel . trust. 
The -Tecall election resulted in defeat of the 
Roman mayor and one of his councilmen, 
and a campaign is now in progress with new 
candidates in the field and the same old ma
chines on the job. 

The above condition holds good in 
nearly all of the iron country. But it is 
in Hibbing that the struggle of the sma11 
business class is seen at its best in the 
clash with big capital. . 

Here in this city all of the business 
section and a goodly portion of the town 
are on top of an ore body estimated at 
seven hundred millions of tons~ Anyone 
holding a title expects some day to hold 
·up the steel trust for a good price for his 
surface rights. 

Here the valuation of mining property 
runs upwards of eighty millions of dol
lars. Here the cockroaches expect to 
collect in this town of ten thousand peo
ple $850,000 in taxes and spend it in put
ting into effect all of the immediate de
mands made by the Socialists~ 
··White way upon every street, the 

finest of schools and public buildings, 
. drinking fountains upon every corner, 
comfort stations and parks and ·play
grounds, municipal gas, electric light and 
water, heating plants and ice plants. Au
tomobile fire departments and sprinkling 
carts. The pay roll for shoveling snow 

in this town last March was·$42,000. The 
municipal pay roll of Hibbing this sum
mer ran to $62,000 per month· more, it 
is stated, than the pay roll of the mines 
operating in that immediate vicinity. 
One of our speakers in talking to a couple 
of street sweepers elicited the following : 

"What ·do you do?" . 
"Shovel· horse manure into this big 

can." 
"What does that fellow over there do?" 
"Oh, he keeps the flies off until. I get 

to it." 
And so it goes all for the purpose of 

keeping . the workers supplied with 
enough money ~o spend at the stores and 
to boost the values against the time the 
mining companies niust buy the surface 
rights. 

Let the Socialists take a lesson. Cheap 
reform issues are a waste of time. The 
complete surrender of the capitalist class, 
the organization of one big union, and a 
working class political party, from now 
on must be our only aim and object. 

In the matter of reform, here the So-
cialist is outdone. · 

The condition of the workers in the 
iron mines is becoming unbearable. Back 
in 1907 the Westerri Federation was an
nihilated. Today .there is no economic 
organization of the workers .. The SO
cialist party is strong only among the 
Finns, who are the main support of the 
movement: These people maintain their 
Socialist locals as an educational and 
social diversion organization. 

'Fear of losing the "job" and the in
tense struggle for existence that is going 
on, coupled with' the fact that the mining 
companies maintain a complete spy sys
tem, and also the paralyzing influence on 

. the worker's mentality of the Catholic 
Church and other religiou-s organizations, 
make organization the most difficult task 
encountered by the Socialist. · · 

One of the largest companies maintains 
its own police, who are deputized by the 
sheriff of the county. These are used 
effectively to nip in the bud the first in
dication of unrest on the part of workers . 
One company spends $20,000 _every year 
·for purposes for which no account is ren
dered, $15,000 for private police service 
and a like amount for detective service.-

Thtis we have the workers duped on . 
the one hand, crushed on the other, and 
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:being led to the shambles for a stab in 
the back in between. 

Yet some of our comrades still insist 
that the .Socialist party should cling to 
refqrm as a means of bringing the pro
letariat to a realization of its condition, 
its power and its historic mi&sion. 

Capitalism is ~rotten-ripe. The capi
talist class is the poison in the body poli
tic. · They have accomplished their his
toric mission. No longer useful .or neces
sary, they are the festering cancer. that 
eats out the vitals of the working class. 
Cut them out, with them all of ~he mis
eries that accompany their rule. 

Educate the working class to the prin
ciples· of Socialism. Begin the organiza-

tion of the only effective weapon of the 
working class-one big union, rock-bot
tomed on the class struggle. 

Socialism will take away my religion; 
all right, then, to hell with religion. So
cialism will breaK: up my home; all right, 
the sooner the better. Socialism will 
abolish the family; I'll take a ·chance. So
cialism will overthrow the state; hurrah, 
let- her go! 

As a working man I would sooner take 
my chance with a Socialist administra
tion going into power next spring at 
Washington than I would with the· con
ditions this winter under the program of 
blessed reform that has been put into 
effect by the Democratic party. 

LECTURE til 
-TO TH·E....::_• 

fARM£f\S 
-=-AT 

OPERA H.OUS 

Tenantry and ·Mortgages tn No.rth Dakota 
BY 0. A.· OLAFSON 

THE T.·h.ir.teenth G·e.nsus,, ·Bul .. letin. ·-·. o_ n_· 
Agriculture, ,f~r the year 1910 pro-
vides us with some startling figures 
on Mortgages and Tenantry. 

On page six of the North Dakota Bulle
tin we find that in 1900 68.6 per cent of 
North Dakota farms were free of mortgage, 
and in 1910 49.1 per cent of North Dakota 
farms were free of mortgage, thus. showing 

a decrease of FREE farms of 19.5 per cent 
in ten years. The same increase for twenty 
years would eliminate FREE farms in 
North Dakota. · 

Again from the same authority we find 
that from 1890 to 1910 the average mort
gage debt per farm in North Dakota in
creased from $902 to $2,493, or 176.4 per 
cent. 
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·Also to add to the significance of the 
above figures, a foot note tells us that all 
ranchers on government land were listed 
as farms free from mortgage. 

Still further to add to the import of the 
figures on. mortgaged homes, remember that 
thousands of farmers lived upon home
steads, upon which no mortgage could be 
placed until final proof. 

In commenting upon this state of facts 
attention is called by the director of the 
census to the fact that while the mortgages 
rose so stupendously, that the value of the 
farms also rose during the same period 
from $2,486 to $11,135, so that the farmers' 
"EQUITY" in the land had increased in 
greater percentage than the mortgage debt. 
This happy coincidence, however, -is due 
to an increase in the market value of the 
land and to buildings· erected upon the land, 
and the figures given for. increase in value 
through buildings being erected on the land 
as $66,848,000, while the increase of the 
farmers equity in the· land, through the 
increase of land values, is given .as $557,-
028,000. 

Now with reference to the increase of 
value through buildings we can readily see 
where that is of some advantage to the 
farmer, but when it comes to the increase 
of market value, no possible benefit can 
accrue to a real farmer, ·unless it be that 
he can carry a bigger mortgage, and pay 

more interest. The farmer cannot use the 
"market value" of the farm and at the same 
time use the farm itself. So that this noble 
increase in the farmer's "equity" in the 
land he tills, amounts to nothing whate:ver, 
while the debt continually grows by leaps 
and bounds. 

Tenantry according to the same authority 
has increased in North Dakota from 6.9 
per cent in 1890 to 14.3 per cent in 1910. 
This pen;entage being of all farms. in the 
state. 

But ·this does not tell the whole story 
of the robbery of the farmers, for in
stance; the average farm in 1890 contained 
277.4 acres, while in 1910 the average farm 
contained 382.3 acres. While the director 
does not give us the figures, we who are 
familiar with the state and its people know 
that the increase -in the size of the farms 
comes largely from the foreclosure of mort
gages, the neighboring farmer being then 
employed to rent the land, but not being 
classed as a tenant, for the reason that he 
owns·-part of the land which he farms, thus 
the figures hide the facts of the growth 
of tenantry in North Dakota, the banner 
state for prosperity. While this process is 
going steadily forward,· the friends of the 
farmer, such as the "Better Farming Asso
ciations" under the auspices of Rockefeller 
and his trusts, and the "Associations of 
Commerce," "Commercial Clubs," etc., ad 
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nauseam, put on County Fairs, and alleviate 
the farmers' condition as shown in the il
lustration. 

In the meantime thousands of families in 
the "bread basket of the world," live in 
houses like the sod shack shown herewith, 
while the milling trust cheapens the process 

, 'by which flour is made from wheat, while 
they continue to raise the price of flour to 

the Consumer: and the Mortgage Sharks 
and Bankers continue to foreclose their 
death grip on American farm homes. 

If the Socialists are to break up the homes 
of the farmers they will have to do it 
quickly or there will be none left for them 
to· break, as the Bankers and Trusts, with 
their Loan Shark friends will have wrecked 
the last of the American farm homes. 

THREE OF A KIND 
BY JAMES ·MORTON 

H E came into the office to buy a copy. 
of Merrie England. He was on 
his ,way back to England from 
South Africa. Obviously a Briton 

and proud of the fact. Naturally we talked 
of the war. What did he think of it, we 
asked. · 

"The war'1 had been "forced" upon 
France and England by the insatiable greed 
and desire for more territory of the kaiser, 
he declared. His two brothers had joined 
the army and he would fight himself, if 
need be, to protect England from the ag
gressions of Germany. 

"We have to protect our foreign trade," 
. he argued, "or Germany will step in and 

take it aH away from us. We will die fight
ing against the encroachments of the ter
rible Huns." 

"Yes ? It is to ,be supposed then that 
you have a business of your own?" _ • 

"No, I am a clerk. I am looking for 
work," he said. "If you are in need of 
someone to do work of this kind in- your 
office---:" 

"Just which' one -of the privileges you 
possess now is it that you are willing to 
shoulder a gun to maintain?" we asked. 
He did not reply. 

"What is it that you are afraid you will 
lose ?" we continued. · 

"'Our provinces, our power, our--our
our INDEPENDENCE!" he snapped 
promptly. "We shall _ keep up the fight 
until Germany is wiped off•the seas, until 
the kaiser is beaten to his knees." 

"Shucks!'' broke in our Socialist office 
boy. "'English foreign trade, 'nd power, 
'nd provinces, don't seem to have got you 

nuthin'. Look where you get off at now. 
What'd England ever do fer you?" 
/ The Englishman prudently ignored so 
base an· intrusion. He had been inoculated 
with the virus of Patriotism. Was it worth 
the effort to try to cure him? . . . . . . 

Far up in the northern counties of ?vfichi
gan, between White Lake and the wood
lands, dwells Oscar, the German, upon the 
farm of Mein Herr Altschuler. When last 
I saw him he was pretending to cut the 
grass upon a charming hill that overlooks 
the lake. 

His great scythe smote the long stalks of 
sparse timothy as gently as the wind. 
There was no change apparent in the path 
he had trod from the way he was going. 
But Oscar made no note of these small 
things. 

He was six feet tall and twenty-two and 
his_ heart was not in his work. Of that 
which was beneath his hat you shall your
self be j tidge. 

He was not loth to have speech with me, 
or you or anybody who chanced to climb 
the hill for that matter, and he told me 
about the Great War. His father had gone 
and his uncles, in Germany, had gone. He 
suspected the whole male element of the 
family was at the front. 

He'd just-as-lieve-gos-as-not. In fact, 
he'd rather. Anyway, if he heard from the 
Old Country he'd HAVE to go. 

"What are the Germans fighting for?" I 
asked. 

"I dunno," said Oscar, dully. "'Course 
we'll have all the other countries after the 
war," he added. 
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"Who will?" 
"Qh_:_er-well-the GOVERNMENT." 

He felt a triumph in his ability to find a 
reply to that question. 

"Are they going to give the land they 
win from their enemies to the German 
SOLDIERS?" I asked. . 

"Did they give your father· a piece of 
Alsace Lorraine because he helped to take 
that land away from the French in 1870 ?" 
I fl,sked. ' 

"No," said Oscar. 
"You mean that the German soldiers 

can have the land they may win from their 
enemies if they BUY IT?" 

"Well-" began Oscar, as he finished his 
seve11teenth pear and began the plum tree~ 
"well-" 

."They can buy it NOW IF THEY 
HAVE MONEY ENOUGH. They can 
go ipto France or Engl~nd or Russia and 
buy all the land they can PAY for now. 
A~d it will be just like that aft~r the war." 

But Oscar was not a man to be lightly 
stirred from a mighty purpose. "I ·don't 
care," he insisted, "I go, just the same." 

That evening I met Oscar a~d his friend, 
the French hotel chef, on their way to the 
skating rink. Their shoes were very new 
and they both wore red geraniums in their 
buttonholes. 

"Louis," said Oscar, pointing to his 
friend. He go to the war, too. He is 
French." 

"Why. do you cross the water and trave] 
such a lorig way before you fight?" asked 
my friend. "Why not get your guns and 
fight each other here---,-on the shore of. the 
lake?" 

Oscar looked at Louis and Louis at Os
car. Their broad shoulders were shaking 
with merriment. How coulQ. a man make 
answer to so absurd a query~ 

"What on earth," began my friend with 
the fervor of the born propagandist, "do 
you want to fight about?" (He had not 
yet begun to realize the material he wag 
working with.) 

"The kaiser-" began Oscar. "Libertee !" 
said Louis. 

"Good heavens:" said my friend, settling 
himself to make an end of the folly, "fight 
if you MUST, fight if you WANT to, but 
for goodness' sake, fight FOR something 
for YOURSELVES. 

"If you like using a gun or a sword and 
you are bent on fighting, why don't you 
band together and HOLD UP the railroad 
paymaster some night when he is making 
out the payroll? 

"Why don't you get a dark lantern and 
relieve your boss of some of your hard
earned dollars when he crosses the bridge 
on his way to the bank some day? Why 
don't you put all bosses to work and take 
a share in the returns? 

"It wouldn't be any worse to kill your 
BOSS than it would to shoot Oscar or 
Louis or to be killed yourself, and you 
MIGHT get something out of the fight." 

Oscar looked fearful; Louis shook his 
head. 

"No,'' they said, . with resigned finality. 
"No. We MIGHT be ARRESTED!" 

I _turned my head away. I could hear 
tears in the voice of my friend. There are 
tears everywhere. I am weary of them. 
Even the newspapers are wet today. 

For me, I am not a Christian. I will 
be no martyr for the czar, the kaiser or the 
king. I will not fight for their honor and . 
for their power. Neither will I weep away 
the days for Oscar and for Louis. 

Let every man stand upon his own head 
if he so will it. 

• Perhaps it will be just as well that the 
Three Men in the same Boat fight each 
other. You cannot stop them. My friend, 
who has still the tears in his voice-he can
not stop them. I cannot stop them. 

But I shall not weep. I' shall laugh at 
the Great Comedy and I shall wish that 
good luck attend them-Oscar, Louis and 
the Englishman. Then at least they can
not multiply and replenish the earth with 
a score of little Louis and small Oscars 
with very crowded shoes and nothing at all 
beneath their hats~ 

• 



WHEN WE· GO TO WAR 
B; PHILLIPS RUSSELL 

AND now, while we are on the sub
ject, what are we going to do when 
tlie United States goes to war? 

While we are pitying the plight of 
European Socialists, isn't it about time· to 
consider our own situation? . 

Already our war lords are beginning to 
beat their tom-toms. Theodore Roosevelt 
has come out with a demand for increased 
armaments. Gen. Leonard Wood ·has is
sued a statement declaring that the United 
States army must be strengthened at once. 
Our army and navy leagues are busy with 
schemes to obtain more and larger appro
priations from Congress. The war fever, 
one of the most dangerous and infectious 
of diseases, is in the air and is making 
itself felt in America as well as abroad. 

There are no threatening foreign com
plications immediately in view, bt\tit can
not be said that our horizon is entirely 
clear of war clouds. We have just missed 
a nasty mess in Mexico and even yet our 
skirts are not entirely clear of danger there. 

Europe seems to hold· no menace for us 
at present, since Germany, the principal 
trade rival of the United States, is threat
ened with serious economic injury as a re
sult of the present war. It is probable that 
the unmistakable sympathy of the Ameri
can people with the allies is due to a fear 
that if Germanv is victorious in this con
flict, our capitaiists will be urging· us into 
a war with her next. 
.... . But on oui" Pacific Coast side the atmos
phere is full of foreboding. In public most 
of our Washington ·politicians speak opti
mistically, but- in private they freely predict 
a war with J a pail in the next few years. 
Only a few days ago Representative Mann 
of Illinois, Republican leader in the House, 
spoke right out in meeting, told of the 
clash of commercial interests in the Orient, 
and declared that the time is coming when 
"we" shall have to meet China and Japan 
in mortal combat. There was no one to 
say him nay, because it was generally felt, 
at the time that the United States embarked 
on the sea of imperialism and assumed con-

trol of Hawaii, Guam and the Philippine 
Islands, that the American people were lay
ing up trouble for themselves in the Pacific. 

That the United States means to dom
inate the Pacific ocean is plain. That Japan 
has a like ambition is equally plain. 
Sooner or later our capitalists will begin 
to feel the pinch of Japanese competiiion 
and will demand that it be destroyed. 

Aside from the clash of commerCial in
terests, there is another source of future 
trouble in the question of Oriental innni
gratio~ which threatened to come to a head 
in Ca!ifornia a year ago. . That question 
has never been settled ; . it has been merely 
laid aside for the time being. That it will 
crop up again is inevitable. 

The pressure of Japan's surplus popula
tion is yearly becoming more terrible .. She 
is compelled to find . an outlet for her 
would-be emigrants somewhere. If she 
does not, she will ~e _constantly_ beset by 
internal disturbances . that will· threaten the 
security of her ruling class. 

No other country so nearly meets the 
needs and desires of the Japanese emigrant 
as the United States. Its climate is agree
able, its land is fertile, its wages are so 
high that he cannot only gain a comfort~ 
able living but can send back to his p<?verty
stricken relatives at home a substantial 
monthly remittance. His country needs 
these l"emittances and is determined -:that 
he shall have an opportunity to earn them . 
Despite laws and international agreements 
the seeping stream of Orientals is . bound 
to. flow our way. Our politicians so far 
have found means to dodge the issue. But 
sooner or later they will find that to make 
their restrictive laws air-tight, they must 
discriminate specifically against the J ap
anese. Sensitive Japanese feelings will re
gard this as the crowning Y ahkee insult. 
The result will be war. Shall American 
Socialists oppose this war or consent to it 
by maintaining silence. Tl1e time to decide 
is now. The European war is no longer 
our concern. But what about ourselves? 
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EDITORIAL 
Paradise Lost.-For many years pre

vious to the great war· Belgium was 
known as the paradise of capitalists. 
They ruled without question over mil
lions of efficient workers-efficient yet 
eff,ectually enslaved. Wages were lower 
than in any other highly developed capi
talist country; profits were immense. 
What capitalist could ask more? Let 
us moderate our tears over Belgium 
by reflecting that the losses. of the war 
fall almost wholly on its ruling class. 
Capitalists of other countries are feed
ing the Belgian workers, who are doubt
less in many cases enjoying the first va
cation they have ever known.· And we 
venture the prediction that after the bat
tle smoke clears the conditions for Bel
gian workers will never again be quite 
so bad as they were. 

Th~ Collapse of the Profit System.
It is. th.e governments of Europ~ that 
wield the physical power of the nations. 
These governments now are in a death
grapple. Their very existence is at 
stake.· In times of peace it has been per
fectly true, as Socialists never weary of 
pointing out,_ that the governments are 
merely the managing committees of the 
c-apitalists. But now in war time the 
rich man, all-powerful yesterday, be
comes a cipher. He is not even con
sulted as to the use to be made of "his" 
property. In most of the warring na
tions there is a "moratorium." This 
means that the governments refuse for 
the time being to collect the capitalists' 
debts for them. The working people of 
Paris are paying no rent for their lodg-
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ings, and the landlords dare not protest. 
The railroads in England are for the 
most part the private property of capi
talists, just as in America, but the Brit
ish government is operating the roads in 
exactly the way the military authorities 
think necessary, without the least regard 
to the "owners." Production for profit 
in Europe is virtually at a standstill, but 
the working population is not starving. 
The capitalists of each nation ki:ww that 
if they were to allow "their" workers to 
starve, their own ruin would be swift. 

All for One, One for All-This is the 
time-honored watchword of the French 
Socialists, and military necessity has 
made it the watchword of capitalists and 
workers alike inside each warring nation. 
We as Socialists regret that our. com
rades have forgotten the class struggle in 
the national struggle. We believe that 
wiser tactics on their part might have 
changed the course of events,· might even 
have averted the war. But the past is 
gone and the future is bright. Most of 
the capitalists, not only in Belgium· but 
also in Germany and France, will be 
bankrupt if the war lasts another year, 
as it probably will. But agriculture and 
industry must go on, no matter what the 
changes in the map. If the capitalists 
are no longer able to direct this work, 
and the unions are not yet strong enough 
to assume it, then inevitably the govern
ments will step in and take charge. 
Europe is taking the leap into state capi
talism. Its example can not fail to have 
a profound influence in shaping the de
velopment of America. 



INTERNATIONAL NOTES 
BY WILLIAM E. BOHN 

The inside view is the important one. 
On that depends our notion of the out
come. For the moment the men on the 
firing-line seem all important. But in 
the long run the contest is decided by 
the balance of people and resources. And 
the big result, the effect on society and 

War 
From the 
Inside. 

government after the smoke 
has rolled away, depends on 
how the average human be
ing behind the lines is feel
ing and thinking. The sum 

total of human experience during the fight 
and the resultant sum total of human 
thinking after the fight are the important 
things. 

How do ordinary Germans and French 
feel about things? What is going on at 
home? Is it true, as some German Social
ists saiq, that the class-struggle has been 
suspended by the national struggle? 
Curiously enough these questions have not 
even been asked. And by this time there 
is a good deaf of matter on hand of the 
sort that will be eventually used in .an
swering them. 

Here is part of a letter from a Hamburg 
Socialist. It is translated from Ham
burger Echo: "Hardly is our food de
voured," he writes, when the command is 
given: 'Prepare to march.'_ The English 
are six kilometers distant. Tired and dis
couraged we drag ourselves out. It has 

The 
Hero 
as He 
~s 

grown dark. We wind 
through narrow streets and 
finally come out on a stub
hie-field. 'Lie . down!' . We 
lie on the wet ground. Slow
ly the hours pass. Alter

nately we lie and kneel. The drizzling 
rain wets us to the skin. We all get up ; 
nobody can endure lying in the mud. One 
soldier ahead of me gets scared./ I am 
overcome by sleep and fall over backward, 
and am hardly able to rise. It is the fourth 
night without any sleep. At last''·morning 
dawns. Now and then the thunder of 
cannon sounds through the still air. At 
break of day we go back into quarters. At 
last rest till further orders. Like the dead 
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we sleep wherever there is room to 
fall . . 

"In the church two hundred people are 
huddled together-men women and chil
dren. Many of the children are small, 
swathed in clothes and held by the 
women. A picture of misery. I enter at 
night. Here and there one of the little 
ones cry. It is heartrending. 

"When I see children.,s toys in the 
houses I can hardly restrain myself from 
crying out. The other day I saw a little 
tricycle and wept. War is terrible. A 
good deal of it cannot be described. 

"I hope there will be no more street 
fighting. I would rather meet troops in 
the open. That is something like honest 
fighting." 

A companion picture . is presented by 
this letter from a wife to her husband who 
is at the front. "I cannot think, "she 
writes, "that it is God's will that you 
should shoot all those pe9ple." 

In Germany the really serious question 
has little to do with the effectiveness of~ 
"Busy Bertha." The whole people are 
fighting, and the thing that matters is the 
supply of food~ There are fifty million 
tons in Germany. Will this quantity last 
through the winter? Huge quantities are 

used every year for the man-
Potatoes ufacture of brandy, for the 
vs. feeding of cattle, etc. Many 
Projectiles tons are sure to decay. More 

than a tenth of the crop 
must be preserved for seed. But this year 
grain_ is so scarce that many people will 
have little but potatoes to eat. A pro
fessor .of economics has figured out that 
if the common people are thrifty the sup
ply can be ·made to last the winter 
through. But they· must be willing to 
dry the potatoes and make bread of them. 
They must not waste a single precious 
pot a to peel. 

But there is no cloud without its lin
ing. "The German working class have 

grown fat and proud," says 
War and one priest, "this war will bring 
Virtue them back to our ancestral vir

tues of modesty and thrift." 
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He was talking about the wages de
manded by servant girls when he says 
this. They have been demanding as much 
as five or six marks a week. This is 
manifestly wicked. During the war they 
will get out of the habit of making such 
outrageous demands. The war is God's 
method of reviving virtue. 

Twice the Berlin Vorwaerts has been 
. suppressed by the military government of 

Berlin. When it made its last reappear
ance, on October 1, it bore on its front 
pa.ge a signed order from the general in 
command. According to this order it 

\yas resuming publication 
The War and with the express under.: 
the Class- standing that no mention 
Struggle was to be made of "class 

hatred or class conflict" 
until the end of the war. I take it that 
the editors have been trying to live up to 
their agreement. But they have not suc
ceeded. They cannot succeed. Any 
newspaper trying to give working class 
news cannot suppress the fact that the old 
struggle between workers and employers 
is going on under all sorts of new and old 
forms. Hours of labor, wages, admini
stration of relief laws-these arid many 
other matters are constantly giving rise 
to sharp differences of opinion and policy. 

No doubt the government is really in
terested in keeping the poor contented. 
Never before was there such attention 
given to the demands of labor. Germany 
has not gone quite so far as England. 
There are no maximum food prices in 
Germany although the prices have risen 
enormously. But there is an honest at
tempt to relieve poverty and reduce un-

employment. In spite of 
Wonderful the removal from the labor 
Interest in market of the millions now 
the Workers at the front there are hun-

dreds of thousands out of 
work in every important industrial cen
ter of France, England and Germany. In 
dealing with this situation the Germans 
seem to be in the lead. The Imperial 
government and the individual states and 
communities are undertaking public 
works. The military government has or
dered that wherever possible concerns do
ing work for the army and navy introduce 
a shortened work day. Preference is to 
be given to those who are dependent or 
have families dependent on them. 

For· the relief of .distress public soup 
kitchens have been opened in many places. 
Regular support is given to the families 
of soldiers by the Imperial government. 
The poor who have no relatives in the 
army are supported by the communities 
or by private charity. It is quite possible 
that some sections of the population are 
better looked after now than they have 
been under normal conditions. Certainly 
the government was never before so soli-
citous. . 

But capitalism is only disguised. We 
read, for example, that the official orders 
with regard to the shortening of the work
day are frequently evaded. And often 
employers attempt to force wages below 
the unio~ standard which prevailed be
fore the outbreak of hostilities. Here is 
where the unions come in. Their efforts 

are sadly limited. The mil
The Cloven lions of money which they 
Hoof of possess are invested in such 
Capitalism a way that they cannbt get 

hold of them. If, with the 
small sums in hand, they begin to relieve 
the distress of their members, the govern
ment immediately ceases to support the 
persons thus relieved. For the present 
they have foregone the privilege of strik
ing. ·Therefore they carry on wage strug
gles under great disadvantages. Their 
weapon is publicity. When an employer 
reduces wages they hold him up to con
tempt as an enemy of the fatherland. All 
in ·all, they are making a heroic attempt 
to maintain union conditions. 

All this .is . gleaned from papers and 
magazines under strict censorship. The 
whole truth will not be known to us be
fore the war is over. 

Outside of England, so far as I cafi dis
cover, there is no anti-war agitation in any 
of the warring lands. The German So
cialists are holding large meetings. They 
are given over to the discussion of ways 
and means to make life tolerable. But I 
notice that the leaders often feel obliged 
to defend their action in voting for the 
war budget. And when the humble com
rades of the rank and file open their V or
waerts they see prominently displayed 
lists of their brothers slain at the front 
and advertisements of mourning gar
ments at reduced prices. Somehow those 
ponderous anti-Russian arguments sound 
more and more futile as time goes on. 
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Believe Me I 
Eat Everything 

For I Know Stuart's Dyspepsia 
Tablet Will Digest Any Meal 

at Any Time 
How often do we see men who can not eat and how often do we 

hear other men boasting of their abilities to eat. 
The secret of all health is digestion. The secret of digestion is 

the juices which are supplied by the body to separate the ingre
dients needed from those that are of no use to the system. 

The Pessimist-"Your appetite disgusts me. You eat like a 
giant sloth." · 

The Optimist-"BeJieve me, I give my body what it tells me 
to give it, and whether it be midnight or noon I always obey 
appetite and then I eat a . Stnart's Dyspepsa Tablet." 

When a heavy. meal has been eaten the entire body is called 
upon to furnish the digestive organs with forces to take care of 
it. The more the strain the weaker become the forces to take care 
of the next meal as well. 

A Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet aids Nature in Nature's own way. 
These little tablets are filled with the very ingredients and essences 
so needful to every normal and perfect stomach. 

One quality or ingredient of a Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet will 
digest 3,000 times its weight in food. Think if you can what a big 
help this means to a depleted digestion. Other ingredients aid in 
building up the digestive jUices and ·blood. The stomach and intes
tines have their duties lightened and thus irritation, soreness and 
raw linings are permitted to be cured by the system naturally, 
quickly, harmlessly. 

Thousands of dyspeptics and stomach sufferers would be glad 
to tell you what Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets have done for them. 
This is what makes these tablets sold in every drug store in this 
country, price 50 cents. 

To anyone wishing a free trial of these tablets please address 
F. A. Stuart Co., 150 Stuart Bldg., Marshall, Mich., and a small 
sample package will be mailed free. 
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The SoCialist party of Holland has fort_ll- "Labor" has 41 members to 33 represen
ally asked that the International Bureau ing the "Fusion" of the old parties. 
be re-established in their country. Thisre- In the Senate the majority is 31 to 5. 

quest is viewed with favor Of course, REVIEW readers do not 
The Inter- in England and will prob- need to be told that this 
national ably be granted. Let us The Australian is merely a victory for 

have the Bureau in opera- Election liberalism. The Labor 
tion again at the earliest possible moment. Party has been in large 

The first international meeting of So- part responsible for th~ present phase of 
cialists since the beginning of the war Australian militarism,· and for the com
took place at Lugano on October 25. pulsory arbitration act applying to labor 
There were in attendance official repre- disputes. In more than one instance its 
sentatives of the Swiss and Italian par- mi_nisters have used the powers against 
ties. The following resolution was the workers. 
adopted: The undersigned representatives Nevertheless this party got the unpar
of the Socialist parties of Italy and alled support of organized labor in this 
Switzerland regard it as their duty to op- election. Per_haps this was partly due to 
pose with their utmost resources the ex- the fact that the European war forced a 
ten~ion of the war to other lands and to new issue upon the Australian parties. 
brand every attempt to involve other na- The old parties went into the- campaign 
tions as a crime against the working class with the plea that only a business ad
and civilization. ministration could be trusted to steer 

On· this account they address them- Australia th~ough the troubled times 
·-selves to the Socialist parties of other which were brought on by the war crisis. 
countries. At the same time that they The Laborites, at least in their declara
are attempting to bring about among the tions, met this issue fairly. Mr. Fisher 
nations not yet involved a unified cam- said: "The Labor governmen:t will in
paign against the carrying on of this t~r- troduce a scheme of public works framed 
rible slaughter, they ask the Socialist par- · according to the funds available for the 
ties of neutral countries to .aemand of ·purpose of relieving the unemployed." 
their governments the opening of -diplo- On this issue the election was won by 
matic negotiations looking to the early "Labor." It remains to be seen how 
termination of this international murder. much the pre-election promises mean. 

Roumania is more in danger of being . At least the majority of Australian work
dragged into the war than anyother coun- . ers will have to wait and see. The So
try not yet involved. The Socialists of cialists can make a good guess at the 
this little nation are fighting desperately present time. 

The Socialists 
of Roumania 

to maintain national Significant for the whole world was the 
neutrality. The execu- great Socialist victory in Sweden. It 
tive committee of the took place long enough after the begin
party is working in ning of the wat so that the effect· of the 

every way possible to influence public great massacre may be supposed to have 
opinion against certain financial interes.ts had whatever effect it ever will have on 
which are trying to draw the Roumanians the movement outside the countries im-
into the struggle on the side of Russia. mediately involved. The. 
Our comrades are mobbed and denounced. Swedish result was unparalled. The 
But they are sticking manfully to their Socialists Socialists at the present 
posts. They deserve to have their names and the moment come nearer to 
placed beside those of the Russians, Ital- Government controlling the govern-
ians and English who have done their ment of Swederi than they 
full duty. ever did to controlling the government of 

Early in September occurred an elec- any considerable area. The lower house 
tion to the parliament. The result is chamber of the Swedish parliament con-. 
what is generally described as "glorious tains 87 Socialists, 86 Conservatives, and 
victory for labor." That is, the Labor 45 Liberals; the upper chamber contains 
Party now has a large majority in both 88 Conservatives, 48 Liberals, and 14 
houses. In the House of Representatives Socialists. - But in Sweden the two cham4 

.0 
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R U p T U R E ~:n~t har:~~::· i:f ::; 
you will sooner or later. 

It never gets well of itself, but gets worse from 
time to time. It will eventually unfit you for 
work and life's battles. It positively grows dan
gerous-think of the . hundreds of people that 
yearly sacrifice their lives to strangulation. 

The past has proven that the old-fashioned 
atiquated truss and appliance won't help you
it can't; its construction is all wrong. A new 
star of hope has arisen for the ruptured-a nat
ural outcome from the deficiencies of the past. 
There is hope, joy and comfort awaiting you. 

The 1 "Schuiling Rupture Lock" 
is a wonderful invention for rupture~the out
come of years of study, hard work and diligent 
research. It is away from the old lines of truss 
construction, and holds the rupture exactly the 
way Nature intends, so that she may heal the 
opening without interference. 

Guaranteed to Hold 
Sent on 30 Days Trial 

In wearing my Rupture Lock you have abso
lute protection at all times. You may do any kind 
of work and get in any position under any condi

'tion. We will prove this, by ·a 30 DAY 'l'IUAL. 

And Become a 

Perfect Man 
That's the length of time you should have. A few 
days trial can never bring out the merits of any 
article. Thirty days is the only fair way. That's 
why we insist, to give it the full, real test so you 
may appreciate what a perfect Rupture holding 
Lock it really is. If it does not prove all we claim 
after the required test, it will not cost you a cent. 

The Real Secret of Healing Rupture 
To successfully co-operate with Nature in the 

work of healing, the supporting device must be so 
constructed that the rupture-retaining part over
laps and draws together the breached opening in
stead of pressing directly into it. 

The trusses of today are sadly lacking in this 
quality. They nearly all give that direct pressure 
into the opening, which can not help but enlarge . 
it, making it that much harder to retain the bowel 
later on, resulting in uncontrollable rupture with 
serious complications. 

The SchulliD.g Bupture r.ock was invented to 
overcome just such faults. It is made to comply 
with Nature's laws ·and reach the objective point 
by the safest and shortest possible route. That it 
has succeeded is best told by the thousands who 
are now singing its praises in every corner of our 
land. This is the Bupture r.ock that you get on 
a 30 Day TriaL 

Write for My Free Book at Once 
It tells you all about getting rid of your ruP

ture. It teems with interesting experiences of 
former rupture suft'erers. It tells why physicians 
are recommending this Bupture r.ock instead of 
advising dangerous operations. It tells you why 
the U. S. War Department orders this Rupture 
Lock for the gallant boys of '61. It gives you 
much advice and many facts about rupture that 
you never heard or read about,. also tells you 
how to order the 30 Days TriaL 

Send me the coupon, or, still easier, just drop 
me a postal card with your full address, and the 
book will be sent you promptly by return mail. 

A. B:. SCHVILilii'G CO. 
514 E. Georgia St., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Send me your Free Book on Rupture and 
Trial Offer. 
Name ..................... ; ............. . 

Street or R. F. D ........................ . 

To\vn ................... State ........... . 
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hers sit as one whenever there is a failure 
to agree. This means that in the case ·of 
a vote on any important matter the Con· 
servatives will have 174 votes, the Liber
als 93, and the Socialists 101. 

After the election some of the most 
influential Liberals demanded that the 
Socialists, having the. majority in the 
lower house, form a cabinet. The party 
press declared its opposition to this pro
posal. The executive committee of the 
party has declared itself in favor of some 
sort of working agreement with the Lib
erals ... The whole matter is to be laid be
fore the approaching party congress. 

Industrialism in Australia.-Comrade Lane 
of Brisbane writes us that four big sections of 
industry in Australia have all come under the 
banner o{ Industrial Unionism. The Waterside 
workers are now in one body. The A. W. A. 
has amalgamated with the A. workers' union
the largest in Australia. Rural workers' union, 
carriers, timber workers, stonemen and packers, 
·likewise. So you see the spirit of One Big Union 
is abroad. A law was passed there to smash ~e 
unions making _it a penal offense to strike and 
we do not have the- general ballot. However, 
they cannot enforce the strike law. A big strike 
of the A. W. A. has been in progress a month 
and none of the strikers have been arrested. Per
hans you would call these men criminals since 
they are breaking the law, but they have no 
other way ot fight and the fighting spirit here is 
not yet· dead. The REviEw is indeed appreciated 
here. 

Ord-er a Bundle 
of thE; REVIEW and offer copies to your friends, 
neighbors and shop-mates. Hundreds of com
radeS are already doing this, and find it easy to 
sell copies at lOc each. They cost you only 5c 
each in lots of 20 or more, so that if you sell even 
half you get your money back. If you can not 
use 20 of _one .issue we will for $1.00 send you 10 
copies 2 months or 5 copies 4 months. Postage 
to Canada . lc . per copy extra, to other foreign 
c~untries 2c. extra. Fill out this blank today. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
118 W. Kinzie St., Chicago 

Enclosed find $1.00 for which send ___ copies of the 
REVIEW ___ montha. 
Nrune __________________________________ __ 

Address ______________________________ ___ 

P. 0. ______________ State _________ _ 

Library of Science 
for the Workers 

To understand modern Socialism, you must under
stand Evolution. Socialists predict the speedy end 
of the capitalist system as a result of 1aesistible 
NATURAL LAWS, the workings of which have 
been studied for two generations since their dis
covert. Most of the books in which these laws are 
explained are too difficult to read and too expensive 
to buy, except for the leisure class. That is why 
we have used the slender capital subscribed ln 
small sums by wage-workers to publish the most 
essential of the facts in simple language at low 
prices. The ten books here described will give you 
a clear understanding of the great process in which 
Socialism is the next step. 

1. The Evolution of Kan. By Wil
helm Boelsche. Contains absolute proof 
of the truth of Darwin's theory of the 
descent of man. Illustrated. 

2. The "l'rimnph of :Life. By Wilhelm 
Boelsche. Describes the resistless tri
umph of the Life Force over all obsta
f'les. Illustrated. 

3. :Life and Death. By Dr. E. Teich
mann. A study in biology, explaining 
how and why life began and how the 
life of each individual ends. 

4. The End of the World. By Dr. M. 
Wilhelm Meyer. A study of the natural 
forces that will some time destroy all 
life on the earth. Illustrated. 

5. The Jlaking of the world. By Dr. 
M. Wilhelm Meyer. Describes the proc
ess by which dead worlds are re-born 
in to new worlds and how life begins 
again. Illustrated. 

6. Germs of JID.nd in Plants. By R. 
H. France. A remarkable work proving 
that "mind" is not limited to man or 
even to animals, but is found in plants 
also. Illustrated. 

7. Human, All Too Human. By Fried
rich Nietzsche. A study of human mo .. 
tives, showing the absence of "free will" 
and the folly of orthodox theology. 

8. Science and Bevolution. By Ernest 
Untermann. A history of the growth 
of the Evolution theory, showing how 
at every step it was fought by the rul
ing classes and welcomed by the work
ers. 

9. Social and Philosophical Studies. 
By Paul Lafargue. The causes of belief 
in God and the origin of abstract ideas 
explained in a brilliant and convincing 
way. 

10. Evolution, Social and Organic. By 
Arthur M. Lewis. A volume of popular 
lectures in which the relation of the 
Evolution theory to Socialism is fully 
explained. 

These ten volumes are handsomely bound in 
cloth, in volumes of uniform size. Price 60c each, 
postpaid; no cheaper by the set. Until the end of 
1 91 4, however, we will for $3.50 send these ten 
books by express, charges prepaid, and the Inter
national Socialist Review one year. Any other 
IOc books published by us may be substituted for 
part of the above if desired; Catalog free. Address 

CHARLES H. KERR & 
COMPANY 

118 West Kinzie Street, CWCAGO 

'l 
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DO YOU WANT A FREE BOX OF KOSKOTT 

HAIR GROWER 
That is reported successful in so many cases? Everybody Desires 

SUPERB HAIR GROWTH 
No matter whit yoa llaYe tried without benefit, you should 
now gain new hope and decided encourage
ment. We claim that Kaskott Metbad renowned 
for falling of hair, eradicating dandruff and pro
moting new hair growth, is safe, hygienic, anti
septic and contains no alcohol, cantharides, 
quinine or pilocarpine and w e o If e r 

$500 GUARANTEE 
tllat we can prnuce OYer 1000 genuine voluntary testi•onials eadorsing Koskott. 

W. H. COPELAND, (photo above) 
reports: "My hair is improving right along, 
the former bald spot looks darker; I am 
thankful I heard of Koskott." 

Read These Excerpts from Letters; We Have Legions More. 

"I have used Koskott about 6 weeks and 
hair has started out all over my head. If 
all the people who need a hair remedy could be
lieve what I know about Koskott, you would 
need a laboratory ten times as large to sup_ply 
demand." Henry E. Powers, Penobscot Co., 
Maine. 

"For eight or nine years I have been a 
bald-headed man; the top of my head was as 
bare as my hand. Now hair is growing again, it 
is the most wonderful thing I ever saw." Lee 
Fish, Clayton Co., Iowa. 

"I can no longer find the place where 
the bald spot was; the hair is as long there as 
on any other place of the head." Matt Bagley, 
Itasca Co., Minn. 

"My hak has quit falling out, my scalp 
itches no more and new hair is growing thickly." 
Mrs. J. Lundeen, Multnomah Co., Oregon. 

"After being bald 20 years, my head is 
mostly covered with new hair; am well pleased 
with Koskott." Geo. VanWyck, Union Co., 
N.J. 

"The baldness on my head has entirely 
disappeared, being covered with hair, by use of 
Koskott." Prof. C. E. Bowman, Maryland. 

"For growing hair and making it beau
tiful, there is nothing like Koskott for my hair 
is now a surprise to all my friends. I am telling 
everybody of your wonderful hair grower." Mrs. 
W. Rabiger, Alleghany Co., Pa. 

"Koskott has started a new growth of 
hair on my head." R. C. Cunningham, Abbe
ville Co., S. C. 

"The hair is now about an inch long on 
my head where there was not a hair in 30 vears; 
Koskott did it." J. J. Ellis, M;nnesota • 

"Four months ago my scalp was bare; now 
it is covered with a nice growth of hair growing 
nicely." W C. Colman, Red River Co., La. 

"One sample box and one full box of Kos
kott have · grown hrur on my head where I was 
perfectly bald." A. W. Bowser, Butler Co., 
Pa. 

"I was bald and never could find anything to 
bring the hatr back until I used Koskott." 
Esther Arnett, Wallace Co., Ky. 

IF YOU DESIRE TO 

GROW HAIR 
ON THAT BALD SPOT 

OR TO STOP FALLING HAIR OR COM
PLETELY CONQUER DANDRUFF, YOU 
SHOULD TEST IN YOUR OWN C~SE, 

KOSKOTT 
FOR MEN'S, WOMEN'S 
AND CHILDREN'S HAIR 

We offer to send you a 
testing box Koskott FREE, 
postpaid. It is probably dlffer
ent from anythmg you ever 
used on your scalp before. 
The formula iq prescribed by 
many physicians for various 
forms of scalp and hair trouble. 
It is inexpensive because con
centrated. No impossible 
claims are made and you can
not know what Koskott can do 
in your case until you use it; 
but we know that it has sur
prised and delighted many 
who . were losing or had lost 
their hair and feared they must 
remain bald throughout life. 

BOX.FREE 

What Koskott has done 
MRS. JENNIE DAVIS, who reports for others why not for 

full growth on completely ba_ld head. you? ' 
She used Koskott exclusJvely. If you have entire or par-

tial baldness, alopecia areata (bald spots,) barber's itch, dandruff, dry 
scalp, brittle hair, falling hair, if you get a lot of hair on your comb, 
itching scalp, etc., try Koskott. 

LUXURIANT HAIR 

Cut Uis out or write your reqaest by letter or pest card 

KOSKOTTL~BORATORY, 
1269 BROADWAY 

242-A NEW YORK CITY 

Send me, a free box of Koskott, postpaid 

Name .................................. . 

Postal 
Address 



NEWS AND VIEWS 

MEMBERS OF BROKEN HILL BRANCH, AUSTRALIAN SOCIALIST PARTY 
AND I. W. W. MEN WHO HELPED DEFEND THE SOCIALIST HALL. 

~jingoism in Australia-Broken Hill is sup~ 
posed to be the most democratic center in 
Australia. If it is, writes Comrade O'Leary, 
then may the Gods have ·mercy on the rest. 
They have had a bad time in Broken Hill. The 
socialists hooted the war-mad workers who 
had entrained to "go to the front'' and the 
jingoists turned upon them. The· Reds were 
few in number and the mob tried to spend its 
strength in destroying the socialist head
quarters. The doorway was forced open and 
.the mob surged inside. The comrades met 
them valiantly with chairs and bottles, putting 
the enemy to rout. ·The patriotic mob urged 
the attackers on again and they renewed the 
assault but were again repulsed. The mob 
resorted to bombardment and hurled bricks 
and pieces of pavement through the windows. 
The electric lights were turned off by us, 
writes Comrade O'Leary, and one comrade 
menaced the patriots with a live wire, news 
of which was bruited about in the crowd, 
which lost some of its pugnacity. A huge 
crowd threatened our back room but we bar
ricaded the door and the hallway. At length 
the police came to our rescue, planning to 
hand us over to the mob as soon as we sub
mitted ourselves to their tender mercies. Early 

in the morning, after seven· hours of battle, 
most of us managed to get out and home. 
Others remained to protect the hall and the 
library. Several of our assailants were lum
bered off to Hospital Hill but none of our 
boys got so much as a scratch. The Labor 
Party is in control here but it is just so much 
plastic matter in the hands of the different 
departments of state. The comrades are all 
very grateful for the help given us by the I. 
W. W., both in the fight and elsewhere. Their 
local here is a good sturdy one. Twenty 
thousand have gone to the war from Australia 
and 20,000 more will soon be on their way. 

Comrade Sinclair also writes from Australia, 
saying that the year has been one of unpre
cedented drought. Thousands are out of work. 
He lives in the district that produces the 
world's best wool. In spite of the cries gf 
patriotism in the newspapers, Mr. Sinclair says, 

. the wheat .speculators were sending wheat to 
Germany and holding up prices till the Labor 
Government confiscated 140,000 bags of wheat, 
paying just $1.00 a bushel for it and fixing the 
price at that point. He says the soldiers are 
not very keen for war and believes that the 
Labor Government will put such a heavy tax 
on large estates that they will have to be cut 

;J78 
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up. Either the d_rought or the wat would have 
meant di!?aster to Australia, but Comrade Sin
clair says that with, both, conditions are un
printable. 

Minnesota. News.-Comrade T. E. Latimer, 
formerstate secretary of the Socialist party of 
Minnesota, has resigned to join the faculty of 
the Finnish Work People's College, at Smith
ville. .Comrade Fred Miller has been elected 
state secretar-y. Our friends in Minnesota 
write that he is a real Marxian Socialist, and 
will do great work for the cause in his new 
position. Tom Lewis is going back to Local 
Portland as organizer about Nov. 15th. You 
can't get Tom off the firing line. 

Good News From Washington.-Readers of 
the REVIEW will be glad to learn that Comrade 
Katterfield, .formerly in charge of the National 
Party Lyceum Bureau in Chicago, has been 
elected state secretary of Washington, the old 
Marxian Socialists having outvoted thei~ op
ponents by a large working class majority. 
Comrade Kate Sadler was elected National 
Committeeman from Washington and thus 
received the best kind of an endorsement from 
the state. Comrade Franz Bostrom, former 
state secretary, who refused to run for the 
office again on the plea that a comrade who 
had taken no part in state party affairs for 
some time would prove a more effective 
servant to the party welfare, has opened a 
book shop in Everett, Washington. We be
lieve his place will prove· a rend-ezvous for all 
the awakening workers in that vicinity. It is 
inspiring to know that good old Washington 
is to have the services of three such capable 
ann laval comrarles for some time to come. 

Victory for- Charles Cline.-We are very 
glad to announce that the jury at San Antonio 
failed to bring in a verdict against Charles 
Cline, who is on trial in that city. The jury 
was out for 59 hours. Comrade Cline wilt 
have a new trial and our hopes are that he 
will have a jury next time unbia.sed enough 
to acquit him. 

FROM REVIEW READERS. 
Berkeley, California.-:-"! have just finished 

reading Comrade Harry Uswald's article in the 
November REviEW on 'Militarism and Social
ism' and it is much~ the best explanation I 
have y_et read on the subject. If you did not 
send him a check for $100, you did not give 
him what it is worth, ana if REVIEW readers 
have not sent in $200· for extra co~ies, they 
are not doing the right thing by the REVIEW. 

"Frank Bohn's article on 'Fighting Weapons' 
is clear and revolutionary and contains just 
what the worker ought to understand. 

"The REVIEW still holds its place in my opin
ion as being the most valuable among the 
Socialist periodicals in · America. Its posi
tion is clear and its aim is revolutionary: It 
stands for the right kind· of action on both 
the political and economic field. I feel under 
obligations myself to spread the November 
issue of the REVIEW and therefore want you 
to send me 100 copies by return mail."-F. R., 
Berkeley, .Calif. · 

Eyeglasses N-ot Necessary 
That t.ne eyes can be strengthened so that ey~lasses can be 

dispensed with in many cases has been proven beyond a doubt 
by the testimony of hundreds of people who publicly claun 
that their eyesight has been restored by that wonderful little 
instrument called "Actina." "Act.ina" is a reliable remedy 

for Weak Eyes, Granulated Lids, Iritis, 
Cataracts, etc .. without cutting or drug
ging. Over 95,000 •• Actinas" have 
been sold; therefore Actina . is not an 
ex~riment. · · · 

· Miss Lue Terry ,Proctor Home,Peoria, 
Ill., writes---"! assure you I have great 

faith in • l believe it has saved me from total 
blindness, and as an eye strengthener is better than any 
spectacles ever made." 

"Actina" can be used with perfect safety by every member 
of the family for any affiiction of the eye, ear, throat or head. 

Send for our FREE TRIAL offer and Valuable FREE 
BOOK. Address Actina Appliance Co., Dept. 312 L, 811 
Walnut St., Ka~as City, Mo. 

$5 Per·Day forLabo.rers 
and more proportionately for skilled w_orkers. 
I know how to induce other employers to 
share profits with employes, like Henry Ford of 
Detroit. Big, Quick Money for YOU helping pro..
mote the idea. Particulars 10 cents. · 

· ~ACK PANSY, Box 307-IR, Grand Rapids, Micb. 

LEARN TO EARN 
Learn ladies', cllildren's hairdressing (incL 
nuuePI waving). coDlplexion improvement, 
Dlanicuring, etc .. , l>y home correepondence 
courQe, eaSily. Many women, all ages., are earn
ing $15 to $50 weekly. nook. 100 pages, FREE. 
ELIZABETH KING. :t2 B, StationF,l'lewYorkCitJ• 

AGENTS WANTED ~[!!~::: 
A. STENHOUSE & CO. 

RUBBER STAMPS, ST£NCILS, ETC •. 
131 N. ith Ave. CHICAGO 

BRISTLING!!! 
Says St. Peter to the Devil: t•l've Got a Full _House" 

If you want to know what, the Devil says to St. 
Peter you will find it in The Masses for December 
with John Sloan's sensational illustration. 

Amos ·Pinchot tells inside not stuff about "the 
failure of the Progressive Party." 

Art Young has a wonderfully striking picture. 
Artist Becker has a drawing on the war situation 

which will make 'em THINK. 
Max Eastman has written on "Christmas and the 

War," and Roger W. Babson, famous writer on finan
cial affairs, has a remarkable article giving a plan for 
international peace 

It's a GREAT issue from cover to cover. 
Last year's Christmas number of The Masses was 

so warm it's selling yet. This issue, for sale now, is 
HOT. Send for six months' subscription, only fifty 
cents; $1.00 a year. 

SubscriPtton and bundle agents wanted on ~good 
j>roposttton. 

THE MASSES 
87 Greenwich Avenue • • New York 
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From Middleton, Ohio.-"Sold all of our 
REVIEWS last ·night. ·Please rush 25 more 
copies ·by express."-Walter McGee. 

From Portland, Oregon.-"Enclosed find 
money · order for $5.00 for 100 copies of the 
November REviEW. Last month's REVIEW was 
a hummer. It made a great hit. with the 
fellow workers. Had no trouble at all in 
selling out."-F. C .. 

Minneapolis Against Compromise.-WHERE
AS, in view of the_ total failure of ~:~Socialist 
political parties in Germany, · Fraj:&-;' 'Belgium 
and England to represent the· inter-ests of the 
working class in the present crisis; 

WHEREAS, it is patent that this failure is 
largely due to the fact that in playing the 
political game the class struggle :was lost sight 
of, and the historic mis-sion of the working 
class to overthrow capitalism was entirely for
gotten; 

WHEREAS, any remedial legislation which 
may be obtained by the working class of a 
natio_n acting as a political party has but the 
tendency to lull into a false security the 
workers of that nation; 

AND WHEREAS, the maintenance by a revolu
tionary political party of the working class 

·of. a program of immediate demands is, in our 
opinion, unscientific, and in· view of recent de
velopments in the working class movement in 
Europe,. even very disastrous; 

Therefore, Be It Resolved, That 1t is the sense 
of Local Minneapolis that the Socialist party 
of the United States should be a party strictly 
in opposition to capitalism, and confine its 
efforts largely to capturing administrative and 
executive offices to the end that the club of 
the policemen may be kept off the head and 
the bayonet of the soldier from the· breast of 
the striker; that it is not the enactment of 
more laws, but the enforcement of existing 
ones by class conscious working men in the 
interest of their class that is needed most. 

Be It Farther Resolved, That it is the sense 
of Local Minneapolis that under no circum
stances- should a Socialist holding a legislative 
office vote for the maintenance of any kind 
of militia, army, or navy for any purpose 
whatsoever, including national defense; and 
that it is the duty of the Socialist party of the 
United States to organize, in a definite and 
certain way, the working class of this country 
to resist all wars, except the class war, that 
when capitalism in this country declares war, 
as it shall some time, the working class will 
be in the position to declare the revolution. 

The secretary is hereby instructed to send 
a copy of these resolutions to the American 
Socialist, The Masses, The New Review, and the 
INTERNATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW.-Local Min
neapolis of the Socialist Party, B. M. Gordon, 
Secretary. 

From an Internationalist.-"I want to con
gratulate you on the October number of the 
REVIEW. For clear, solid Socialist matter it 
can not be beat. Comrade Marcy's editorial 
was very timely in view of the fact that so 
many of our leading lights in the Socialist 
movement have been writing on the slaughter 

in Europe from a national standpoint instead 
of an international working class standpoint. 
Yours for the Revolution."-Comrade Boga-
tin, Ohio. . . 

From Tennessee.-"! am pleased with the 
REVIEW and appreciate the work of those on 
the staff. I wish I could do more both for 
the REVIEW and the Appeal-they are the old 
stand-bys of the ·s9cialist movement."-Henry 
Flury.. . 

From a Florida Comrade . ..;..."! fear you will 
be ·severely· criticised because of Uswald's 
article in the November issue, so I take this 
opportunity to thank you for giving us this 
~uc4 needed truthful statement from a· gen
ui-ne Socialist."-A. F. ]. 

From Wisconsin.-" Enclosed find $2.00 for 
two yearly subs. Will try to latad. more sub
scriptions, as no intelligent Socialist can afford 
to do without the l"NTERNATIONAL SociALIST 

- R;EVIEW!'-J. H. . -
From Portland, Oregon.-"Please send 50 

November REVIEWS. This is· an increase· of 20 
on • the monthly bundle,· and by the looks of 
things ·it will be increased all the . time from 
now c;m, but it has been one hell of a struggle 
to hold the fort."-T. B. 

From Philadelphia, Pa.-"The November 
· REVIEW contains the best articles since the 
Sinclair Study Course. I refer to Comrade 
Harry Uswald's article on 'Militarism and 
Socialism.' "-0. B. M. 

From a Socialist Secretary.-"! would not 
miss one issue of the INTERNATIONAL SociALIST 
REVIEW for the price of a year's subscription. 
It is to the REVIEW I owe my conversion to 
the cause as it put me clear on many issues 
that were cloudy. I am yours for the Revolu
tion."-Melvin Nicholson, Byesville, Ohio. 

From a Kansas Reader.-"Y our magazine is 
an eye-opener and should be read by all who 
wish to understand revolutionary socialism." 
-L. L. R. 

From Massachusetts.-"Y our Anti-War 
Posters are 'hot stuff.' We put them on 
heavy red cardboard a.nd use them at our 
meetings. Please send 50 November REVIEWS. 
We sold 19 .copies of the October issue at our 
last meeting."-T. F. M. • · 

Socialist Activity in Canada.-Cotton.'s Week
ly, which for several years has been a live 
Socialist propaganda paper at Cowansville, 
Quebec, has now become the property of the 
Social Democratic Party of Canada. · A. W. 
Mance, whom old:.time Socialists in Chicago 
will reinember as a former editor of the old 
Worker's Call, has been chosen manager. He 
reports that the paper has ·now a circulation 
of nearly 20,000 and that in spite of the war 
and hard times he expects ·to double it in a 
year. Canadian readers of the REVIEW should 
send 50 cents for a year's subscription to 
Comrade Mance and help to double their field 
of activity. The Social Democratic Party of 
Canada now has a membership of over 4,000, 
with 175 locals, and growing fast. 

PARMJUrANTEO. We haft dkeet J:na,..n. Dae•t pa:r 
.....,.,_....._ Write .__.W...pr....,-tJ',DaiD ... Ioweat 
.-Joe. We help bu,...elooete .._... ..... ru=.. Fne. 
iaedGUIIIYIIIIMDt Alloal ...... II rma. •• , .. 
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The New Ditch Diggers.-Comrade James 
Cole of Indiana sends in an order for the RE
VIEW with the photograph showing himself, 
two other workers and a boy operating a 
steam dipper. Comrade Cole says this dipper 
complete cost the owner $3,000. It is run by 
a 20-hp. gasoline engine. It removes a load 
every 30 seconds. Using this machine three 
men and one boy perform the work of 50 
teams and 100 men and do it better. Today 
the bosses get all the profit through laying 
off men and using machinery instead. In the 

good days a-coming the world's work will be 
done by machinery used and owned by the 
working class for the BENEFIT of the 
worker. Nobody will have to work more than 
two or three hours a day and all the good 
things of life will be ours to enjoy. 

From Tacoma.-"Enclosed find a dollar for 
renewal. The REVIEW made me Red and will 
do the same with any other dubb after a few 
doses. I could no more do. without the RE
VIEW than I could do without talking Socialism 
to a dubb. Keep it RED, as we are already 
swamped with sloppy papers." 

A DAY-
$300.00 A MONTH 

Needed in every home, badly wanted, eagerly 
boUJdlt. Modern bathing facilties for all the 
people. Take the orders right and left. Quick 
sales, immense profits. Look at these men
Smith, Ohio, got 18 orders first week; Meyers, 
Wis., $250 profit first month; Newton, Cali
fornia, $60 in three days. You should do 
as well. 2 SALES A DAY MEANS $300 A 
MONTH. The work is very easy, pleasant, .. IIIII··~- permanent, fascinating. It means a business of your own. 

DeTJtons tratin g 
Tub 

Furnished 

Little capital needed. I grant credit-Help you 
out-Back you up-Don't doubt-Don't hesitate--Don't 
hold back_;_ You cannot lose. My other men are building 

houses, bank accounts, so can you. Act then guick. SEND NO MONEY. 
Just name on penny post card for free tub offer. Hustle! 

H. S. ROBINSON, PreS_I'dent, 428 Factories Bldg., TOLEDO, OHIO 
Canadian Branch-Walkerville, Ont. 
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Fro.m the Review Rebels.-915 new readers 
were r9unded Up and sent in' during the J>aSt 
twenty $lays. . There. are only 42 more days 
this year and we want every REVIEW reader to 
get ori the job with the SPECIAL· OFFER of 
the REYIEW three months to ne~ . readers for 
10 c~nts. Get in orie or two good punches for 
Re:volutionary Socialism before the old year 
dies. This offer will positively be withdrawn 
on Decc:;mber 31. 

Appelo, Deep River, Wash................. 11 
Swope, Toledo, Wash ...... ·................ 10 
Luetzel, Marshall, Mo. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . 10 
Varkin, Tenino, Wash...................... 10 
Piles, Bellingham, Wash.................... 10 
Smith, Camden, N. J. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . 11 
':Cis on, Dry Prong, La.. . • . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 10 
Saeks, Akeley, Minn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Stokes, Stamford, Conn.................... 10 
Miller, Jerome, Ariz ...... :................. 28 
Miller, Painesville, Ohio ............... :. . . . 44 
Benson, Stroud, Okla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Hilleary, Ruby, Alaska. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 12 
McFarlin, New: York, N. Y....... .. . . . . . . . 10 
Mahoney, Vallejo, Cal...................... 17 
Hurd, Simpson, Nev........................ 21 
Oemens, Oak Creek, Colo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Brockway, Sumas, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Steinmann, Goldfield, Nev. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Faxon, Wellington, Ohio ................. 0 0. 10 
Boy lund, Darby, Mont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Flaig, Cincinnati, Ohio ................... 0. 11 
Bar, No. McGregor, Iowa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Stutter, Sioux City, Iowa .............. 0 •• 0. 10 
Pietila, Ilwaco, Wash ........ 0.............. 10 
Johnson, Daly City, Cal.................... 10 
Copeland, Schenectady, N. Y ....... 0 • • • • • • • 20 
Rosen, Davenport, Iowa ........ : ........ 0.. 11 
Martin.. Bangor, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Moses, Nevis, Minn .................... 0 • • • 11 
Simison, Hawley, Minn..................... 10 
Hudak, Brooklyn, N. Y .................... : 10 
Brooks, Algona, Wash .................. 0 • • • 10 
Cuplin, Nordhoff, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Battelson, Tacoma, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Fahey, Buffalo, N.Y........................ 14 
Williams, Buffalo, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Weeks, Bolton, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

Derinsky, Cobleskill, . N. Y ....... 0 •••••• 0 • • • 22 
Blocer, Coulterville,. Cal.._ ............. 0 •• 0. 12 
McMahon, Haney, Okla .. o•• •••• o •••••••••• 10 
Connery; Kewanee, Ill. ............ 0 0 • • • • • • • 16 
Le Willie, Middleboro, Mass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
List,. Boston, Mass......................... 10 
Bailey, Elyria, Ohio ...... 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 26 
Madler, Hartford, Conn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Choha, Carbondale, Pa. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

· N oegel, Live Oak, Cal ........ 0 ••••••••••• 0 0 20 
Taipole, Kirkland, Wash.................... 10 
Hunter, Tacoma, Wash.................... 10 
Skidmore, Judsonia, Ark................... 10 
Randall, Blanchard, Okla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Mateoja, Sointula, B. C., Can ........... 0 • • • • 12 
Malovey, Hibbing, Minn ................... 0 10 
Koblik, San Francisco, Cal. ........ 0........ 10 
Summers, Peoria, Okla .. 0.................. 12 
Earlywine, Ashtabula, Ohio 0 0 0 •• 0 • • • • • • . . • . • 10 
F:ields, Seattle, Wash....................... 10 
Tyas, Belleville, Ill ........ 0 0 ...•••••.••• 0 • • • • 40 
Dailey, Paxton, Ind ..... 0 •• 0 0. 0. 0 •.•• 0 •• 0... 10 
Johnson, Dalv City, Cal. ..... 0 :. 0 0 0 •••.• 0 0 • • l 0 
Gillespie, Oklahoma City, Okla 0 . 0 •••••.•• 0 • 10 
Beck, N orne, Alaska 0 ••••.•••••••••• 0 •• , . 0 0 • 14 
Kidwell, Jackson, Mich .... : ... 0 0 •••••• 0 0 • • • 12 
Goldsby, Memp,his, Tenn ..... 0 •• 0 0......... 10 
Youmans, Minot, N. D ............. 0 . 0 . 0 • . • 36 

Election Retums.--Meyer London from the 
12th Congressional District, New York City, has 
been elected to the United States Congress. 

Oklahoma. Minnesota, Montana and Wiscon
sin elected one State Senator each. Twenty-six 
State Representatives were elected in ten states. 

Pennsylvania returned James H. Maurer to the 
State Legislature, and in Massachusetts Comrade 
Charles H. Morrill was re-elected for his sixth 
term. In Illinois, Madsen and Mason were re
elected and Stedman and Harris were defeated. 

In Milwaukee the Social Democrats captured 
the She.riff's office, also that of County District 
Attorney. All of the old parties had . tickets in 
the field; Berger and Gaylord also ran. · 

The Socialists in Butte were defeated by the 
copper companies and the Catholic vote. 

In Oklahoma the Socialists made a net gain 
of 11,116 votes and elected five State Representa
tives. The comrades have been doing real or
ganization work for the past year. 

Free Course in American Pitmanic Shorthand 
We have made arrangements with a Pitmanic School of Shorthand that will ena.ble 
us to offer their $8000 Course in Shorthand FREE to every cqmrade who will send us 
$3.00 for THREE yearly subscriptionsto the International Socialist Review. 
The Course consists of over 30 lessons and their leather bound shorthand manual. 
And the regular charge made for it by the School's Course· at Home is $8.00. 
An $8.00 COURSE in SHORTHAND for three yearly REVIEW subscriptions! 
You can't beat it. 
Send in $3.00 for the three Review subscriptions or three subscriptions cards and we 
will forward the Home Course at once. Address 

Charles H. Kerr & Co. 118 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, II_l. 

'J 



PUBLISHERS' DEP ARTl\tlENT' 

We Must Raise a War FUnd 
·THE war has for the ti~e being played 

havoc with the Socialist book busi
ness. The comrades wh9 usually 

buy books are in many cases out .of work 
and unable to buy._ Non-Socialists who 
used to buy books when they felt like it 
are too busy reading war news. Our 
sales are cut in two and our expenses keep 
right on. When the war is over, there 
will without doubt be a boom in Socialist 
literature, but how are we going to run 
meanwhile? 

We have on hand beoks which at our 
wholesale prkes would ·sell for at least 
thirty thousand dollars. We have paid 
all bills as fast as they came due, and our 
reduced receipts for the remaining weeks 
of 1914 will come within about $500 of 
paying all bills that will mature this year. 
But :we owe about $500 more to com
rades who will need the money soon, be
sides $4,500 to comrades who are willing 
to leave it with us for the present. 

We, therefore, need to borrow $1,000 
more. We can pay four per cent if it is 
understood that we have thirty days' no
tice before the money is recalled, or if 
money is lent us without interest we will 
return it whenever it is needed. If you 
have any sum from $10.00 to $1,000 that 
you do not need to use just now but will 
need later, let us hear from you right 
away; now is the time the help is needed. 

Better Than a Loan. 
is a subscription for a share of stock in 
our publishing house at $10.00. Two 
booklets explaining the advantage of hold
ing stock, with a complete list of our 
books and a combination offer of a 
$10.00 share of stock and $10.00 worth of 
books all for $11.20, will be mailed on 
request. Our co-operative plan shares the 
financial burden of the· publishing house 
among 2,500 different comrades, so that it 
is not too hard on any one of them. More
over each stockholder · has the privilege 
of buying our books at cost. Don't you 

want to do your share? About 1,200 
shares are still for sale. If we could sell 
half of them this year it would put us 
out of debt; if we could sell the other half 
we should be in a position to flood the 
country with Socialist books when the 
war is over. 

Do You Care for the· Review? 
If so, this appeal should interest you. 

The sales of the REVIEW have been less 
affected by the war than have our book 
sales, but the REVIEW has never been 
quite self-supporting; there has always 
been a small deficit to be made up from 
book sales, and with these cut off,· we 
must have new capital to continue the 
REVIEW on the same scale as during 
the last year. A loan, large or small, or a 
stock subscription, will be an important 
help toward continuing the work of the 
REVIEW. 

Emergency Book Sale. 
Send us $5.00 before the end of 1914, 

and we will send you by. mail or express 
prepaid any books published by us to the 
amount of $8.00 at retail prices, and will 
also send you the REVIEW one year. 
This is less than cost for the books, but 
we need the money. If you have not al
ready made a start on a Socialist library, 
we suggest that you select the following 
books: · 
Doing Us Good and Plenty, Russell. ............... $0.50 
Socialism, Morris & Bax.......................... .50 
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, Engels.......... .50 
The Class Struggle, Karl KautEky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
The Communist Manifesto, Marx and Engels...... .50 
Value, Price and Profit, Karl Marx. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .50 
The Origin of the Family, Frederick Engels. . . . . . . . .50 
Evolution, Social and Organic, Arthur M. Lewis. . . . .50 
The Militant Proletariat, Austin Lewis. . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
The High Cost of Living, Karl Kautsky. . . . . . . . . . . . .50 
Marxian Economics, Ernest Untermann ............ 1,00 
Philosophical Essays, J o~eph Dietzgen. . . . . . . ... . . . • • 1.00 
Landmarks of Scientific Socialism, Engels. . . . . . . . . . t.OO 

Total •.......•..... : ....••.................... $8.00 

This fist is merely a suggestion. Any 
of the other books that we publish may be 
substituted. If these are desired, ask for 
the "Emergency Library." Address 
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CHARLES H. KERR & Co._, 

118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago. 



Library of 
Socialist Classics 
This is a series of handy volumes in
cluding some of the greatest Socialist 
books ever written, especially the shorter 
works of Marx and Engels, also books by 
American writers explaining the principles of 
Socialism in simple language and applying 
them to American conditions. There are in 
all 45 volumes, each sold separately at 50c 
each, postpaid. We particUlarly recommend 
to beginners the first twenty of these 
volumes, and suggest that they be read in 
the order indicated. 

1.. Socialism for Students, by Joseph E. Cohen. 24. Revolution and Counter-Revolution, by Karl 
2. Socialism, Its Growth and Outcome, by Wil- Marx. 

liam Morris and Ernest Belfort Bax. 25. Anarchism and Socialism, by George Plech-
3. The Class Struggle, by Karl Kautsky. anoff. 
4. The Communist Manifesto, by Marx and En- 26. Science and Revolution, by Ernest Unter· 

gels; also No Compromise, by Wilhelm mann. 
Liebknecht. 27. God's Children, a Modern Allegory, by James 

5. Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, by Fred- Fe~~l:h!~h: Roots of the Socialist Philoso-
erick Engels. 

28
" phy, by Frederick Engels. 

6. The Social Revolution, by Karl Kautsky. 29. Germs of Mind in Plants, by R. H.' France. 
7. The Right to Be Lazy and Other Studies, by ao. Social and Philosophical Studies, by Paul 

Paul Lafargue. Lafargue. 
8. Evolution, Social and Organic, by Arthur M. 31 Ten Blind Leaders of the Blind, by Arthur 

Lewis. · M. Lewis. · 
9. The Evolution of Property, by Paul Lafargue. 32. The Art of Lecturing, by Arthur M. Lewis. 

10. Class Struggles in America, by A. M. Simons. 33. Marx vs. Tolstoy, a Debate Between Clarence 
11. The Origin of the Family, Private Property S. Darrow and Arthur M. Lewis. 

and the State, by Frederick Engels. 34. Dut of the Dump, a Story by Mary E. Marcy. 
12. Value, Price and Profit, by Karl Marx. 35. The End of the World, by Dr. M. Wilhelm 
13. The World's Revolutions, by Ernest Unter- Meyer. 

mann. 36. The Making of the World, by Dr. M. Wit-
H. The Evolution of Man, by Wilhelm Boelsche. helm Meyer. 
15. The Positive School of Criminology, by En- 37. Human, All Too Human, by Friederich 

rico Ferri. Nietzsche. 
16. Puritanism, by Clarence Meily. 38. The Russian Bastile, by Simon 0. Pollock. 
17. Ethics and the Materialist Conception of 39. Capitalist and Laborer, by John Spargo. 

History, by Karl Kautsky. 40. The Marx He Knew, by John Spargo. 
18. The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bona- 41 Life and Dealth, by Dr. E. Teichmann. 

parte, by Karl Marx. 42. Stories of the Struggle, by Morris \Vin-
19. The Militant Proletariat, by Austin Lewis. chevsky. 
20. The High Cost of Living, by Karl Kautsky. 43. What's So and What Isn't, by John M. 
21. Vital Problems in Social Ev,olution, by Ar- Work. 

thur M. Lewis. 44. Sabotage, by Emil Pouget, translated by 
22. The Triumph of Life, by Wilhelm Boelsche. Arturo Giovannitti. 
23. Memoirs of Karl Marx, by Wilhelm Lieb- 45. Socialism, Positive and Negative, Robert 

knecht. Rives LaMonte. 

Twenty Volumes and a $10.00 Share of Stock for $11.20 
Our publishing house is the property of over 2,000 Socialists, each of whom has subscribed ten 

dollars for the purpose of making .it possible to publish revolutionary books at the lowest possible prices~ 
It isn't run for profit, so the stockholders get no dividends. What they do get is the privilege of buying 
Socialist Books at Cost. 

We need 1,200 more stockholders to pay off the comrades who have lent money, and to provide 
the working capital to increase our list of books. To get these stockholders quickly we shall sell this 
set of books for much LESS THAN COST provided a share of stock is bought at the same time. Here 
is the offer. . · 

For $11.20 cash with order, or for $2.70 cash and a dollar a month nine months, we will send 
by express, charges collect, any twenty of the books named above, and will issue a fully-paid share 
of stock, par value $10.00. The expressage, to be paid when books are received, will not exceed 
80 cents to any railroad point in the United States. Postage to· foreign countries 80 cents, to 
Alaska or any U. S. colony, $1.20. 

Books will be sent immediately on receipt of first payment, stock certificate on receipt of final
payment. You can get any of our other books at the same time by adding half the ,retail price. For 
example, $12.70 cash and a dollar a month nine months will pay for a share of stock and books from 
our order list to the amount of $30.00 at retail prices. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago: 

I enclose $2.70 and agree to remit $1.00 a month for nine months, in return for which please 
send at once by express a set of twenty cloth-bound volumes as advertised, and issue to me a share 
of stock as soon as my payments are completed. 

Name ............ -................•••....•..... :Address .................••.•..•••••.••••.....• 

Postoffice ..........................•....... State ........................ .- ............ . 
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·n 
Love's 

. • .. - . . ·n 
Coming-of-Age ·1 

By EDWARD CARPENTER i 

LOOKING FORWARD: A Treatise 
on the Status of Woman and the 
Origin and Growth of the Family 
and the State, by Philip Rappaport. 
Cloth, $1.00. 

ANCIENT SOCIETY. or Researches 
in the Lines of Human Progress 
from Savagery through Barbarism 
to Civilization. By Lewis H. Mor
gan, LL. D., Cloth, 586 pages, $1.50. 

A volume of essays on the 
relations of the sexes. The 
author brings to his difficult 
subject the logic of a scien
tist, the sympathetic insight 
of a poet and the courage of 
a revolutionist. That is why 
the book is a classic that 
finds an increasing number 
of readers yearly. The chap-
ters are: 

The Sex.Passion 
Man, the Ungrown 
Woman: the Serf 
Woman in Freedom 
Marriage: a Retrospect 
Marriage: a Forecast 
The Free Society 
Some Remarks on the 

Early Star and Sex 
Worships 

ThePrimitiveGroup-Mar-
riage 

Jealousy 
The Family 
Preventive Checks to Pop

ulation 

Extra Cloth, $1.00 postp'd 

THE ROSE DOOR. The 
Story of a House of 
Prostitution. By Estelle 
Baker. Cloth, $1.00. 

THE SOCIAL EVIL, by 
j. H. Greer, M. D., 
paper, 10 cents. 

VICTIMS OF THE SYS
TEM, by Dorothy Johns. 
Paper, 10 cents. 

Prices include postage; catalog free on request. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY, Publishers 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago 
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The Story of Wend ell Phillips 

By Charles Edward Russell 

WHEN, before the War, Wendell Phillips denounced chattel slavery, he was 
assailed by the slaveholding interests of the South; when, after the war, he 

rejected all proffers of high political office and threatened wage-slavery, he was · 
assailed by the manufacturing interests of the North. In both instances he 
threatened somebody's profits. That was all, and for this reason Southern fire-
eaters offered a price for his head. · 

Yet, in his long life of ceaseless activities, 
he debated for no crown, argued for no fees, 
strove for no reward, sought no place nor any 
fame, cared for no achievement for its own 
sake, and used hi_s u_nequalled ~fts 01_1ly · fo 
for some cause of JU.sttce or freedom m whtch ~( 
he could earn nothmg but obloquy, hatred ., 
and isolation. 

No man ever gave up more for the sake of 
his faith. All his brilliant career was wrecked 
in an instant. His friends and family desert
ed him. Some of his relatives declared that 
he was insane and planned to have him con
fined in an asylum. The press covered him 
with ridicule and abuse. . 

For more than twenty years he lived in 
daily danger of his life, with a price on his 
head. 

When a cause was won, as in the case of 
the abolition of slavery in the South, and- in 
the natural revulsion of popular feeling men 
sought to make him its hero, he put aside 
their tributes and demanded their attention 
to the next unpopular reform. 

Compared with such a career, the stories 
of the men that on the grounds of material 
triumph have won place in the world's re
gard, seem poor indeed. They toiled fqr 
themselves, or for the glory of achievement. 

This man's single and unselfish purpose 
was to win better conditions for the unfor
tunate, wherever they might be, to strive 
against injustice, to further brotherhood, to 
spread liberty. 

As ardently as other men sought wealth 
and power, he sought the Common Good. 

This is an outline of the story Russell tells in this book of 185 pages, including 
many glowing passages from Phillips' speeches. Almost any capitalist publishing 
house would have paid the author handsomely for this book if "toned down.", 
Russell prefers'to have us print it unexpurgated, at a price the workers can pay. 
So we offer it in neat, strong cloth binding at SOc postpaid. 

Russell's Doing Us Good and Plenty, an up-to-date campaign book, is 
published in the same style at the same price. His Stories of the· Great Rail
roads, a much larger book, will be mailed for $1.00. Address 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago 
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